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Abstract

Considering homogeneous four-dimensional space-time geometries within real
projective geometry provides a mathematically well-defined framework to discuss
their deformations and limits without the appearance of coordinate singularities.
On Lie algebra level the related conjugacy limits act isomorphically to concate-
nations of contractions. We axiomatically introduce projective quantum fields on
homogeneous space-time geometries, based on correspondingly generalized uni-
tary transformation behavior and projectivization of the field operators. Projec-
tive correlators and their expectation values remain well-defined in all geometry
limits, which includes their ultraviolet and infrared limits. They can degenerate
with support on space-time boundaries and other lower-dimensional space-time
subspaces. We explore fermionic and bosonic superselection sectors as well as
the irreducibility of projective quantum fields. Dirac fermions appear, which
obey spin-statistics as composite quantum fields. The framework systematically
formalizes and generalizes the ambient space techniques regularly employed in
conformal field theory.

1 Introduction

Space-time geometries set the stage for physical models and can themselves take part in
their dynamics. We consider four-dimensional homogeneous (Klein) geometries (X, O),
which consist of a space-time manifold X and a structure group O acting transitively
on X. Physically relevant examples include Poincaré, de Sitter and anti-de Sitter, non-
relativistic Galilei and ultra-relativistic Carroll geometries [1].

Limits of deformed geometries can naturally appear for general-relativistic space-
times, e.g. degenerate near-horizon limits around black holes, or steadily diluted mat-
ter, for which curved geometries transform towards flat Poincaré geometry. In physics,
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such limits are often taken by contracting the Lie algebras of structure groups, i.e.,
by consistently sending individual commutators to zero [1, 2]. Given the setting of
geometries (X, O), commutators of contracted Lie algebras of structure groups are in
general not matrix commutators anymore and space-time manifolds remain inconsis-
tently unaltered. Instead, many four-dimensional geometries (X, O) can be considered
within the real projective geometry (RP4, PGL5R). Then a canonical framework exists
to discuss their deformations and limits [3], based on matrix products. In the projec-
tive setting, geometries remain well-defined in limits and merely degenerate. Beyond
the mentioned examples, this allows for the description of finite and infinite dilatations
in specific space-time directions [4–7] and scale transformations as for renormalization
group studies [8]. We show that for Lie algebras of many structure groups such lim-
its are isomorphic to compositions of contractions. Considering projective geometric
structures, no infinite blow-ups occur for instance for projective tensor fields.

Holographic correspondences provide intriguing instances, where information of
fields in the bulk of a higher-dimensional space-time can be represented in terms of
(non-local) degrees of freedom on its lower-dimensional boundary. Most prominently,
in the anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence [9] supergravity
in the bulk of AdS5 × S5 is linked to supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory on its bound-
ary. A number of works have explored flat limits of the AdS/CFT correspondence, see
e.g. [10–12]. Against this background, given a somewhat general quantum field theory
(QFT), it would be beneficial to enhance the understanding of the form of correlation
functions in geometry limits within a unified, mathematically concise framework.

This motivates the introduction of projective quantum fields on the ambient pro-
jective geometry (RP4, PGL5R) in this work, which encompasses aspects of the more
traditional cases of quantum fields on fixed geometries such as Poincaré or de Sitter
geometry via geometry restriction. For their description, we note that QFTs can be
suitably formulated on curved space-time geometries in non-rigorous [13] and in alge-
braic approaches [14–16]. We focus on the involved representation-theoretic structures
in an axiomatic approach by means of generalizing part of the Wightman axioms [17].
To enhance the comparability with common, non-rigorous QFT formulations, the for-
mulation of projective quantum fields is based on the existence of a Hilbert space, even
if for a given set of field operators unitarily inequivalent Hilbert space formulations
can exist [14, 17]. These can all be considered equivalent for the derivations in this
work, since at no point canonical commutation relations and an explicit form of the
Hilbert space are employed. Furthermore, we do not consider implications of global
hyperbolicity of the space-time manifold, causality and the spectrum condition, which
are therefore not assumed.

Definition (Shortened Definition 3.1). A projective quantum field (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])]| [x] ∈
RP

4}) consists of a projective unitary PGL5R representation U on a Hilbert space H
with adjoint †, a finite-dimensional complex PGL5R representation ρ, and an equiva-
lence class of tuples of operator-valued tempered distributions [Ô1([x]), . . . , Ôdim ρ([x])]
defined modulo C∞(RP4,R 6=0) prefactors, with domain a dense subspace of H and their
smeared representatives satisfying a boundedness criterion as specified in the main text,
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such that for all [x] ∈ RP
4, [g] ∈ PGL5R, α = 1, . . . , dim ρ:

U([g])Ôα([x])U †([g]) =
dim ρ
∑

β=1

ραβ([g−1]) Ôβ([g · x]) .

On the geometry (X, O) < (RP4, PGL5R), the projective quantum field is given by re-
striction:

Ô|(X,O) := (U |O, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ X}) .

We show that such projective quantum fields transform naturally and smoothly
under deformations and limits of geometries, but their support can shift to lower-
dimensional space-time closure subspaces.

Given a projective quantum field, its projective correlators can be considered, i.e.,
projectivized tensor products of smeared field operator representatives, which form by
construction bounded operators. Concerning their behavior under geometry deforma-
tions and limits, we show the following.

Theorem (Shortened Theorem 3.5). Projective correlators remain bounded in limits of
geometries. If the space-time geometry degenerates in the limit process, the limiting pro-
jective correlators are degenerate as finite-rank tensors with field operator components
and have support only on space-time boundaries and other lower-dimensional space-time
subspaces.

Therefore, corresponding QFTs can reduce dimensionally in geometry limits. We
describe geometry limits of projective correlators for a range of physically relevant
examples. This provides insights into the possible imprints of projective correlators
after such limit processes, e.g. the flat Poincaré limit of projective correlators on de
Sitter and anti-de Sitter geometries. We prove that projective correlation functions,
i.e., expectation values of projective correlators, are well-defined for all states in H,
also in geometry limits. On a formal level, this implies that all projective correlation
functions have finite infrared and ultraviolet limits, for which the corresponding QFT
reduces to three space-time dimensions.

The usage of ambient space techniques for quantum fields and their correlation
functions actually dates back to Dirac [18, 19], which can, at least in parts, be seen
as a special case of our systematic framework. Such methods have been employed in
recent decades in AdS/CFT studies, where four-dimensional fields are constructed as
projections of fields on a hypercone in six-dimensional projective space, see e.g. [20, 21].
Amongst others, this can facilitate the computation of operator product expansions [22,
23], higher-spin conformal correlators [24] and boundary values of AdS gauge fields [25,
26].

Concerning the classification of projective quantum fields, fermionic and bosonic
superselection sectors can be extended to projective quantum fields on the ambient ge-
ometry (RP4, PGL5R). We construct composite projective quantum fields and charac-
terize them according to irreducibility of the Lie algebra representation ρ̃ corresponding
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to ρ. All irreducible representations of pgl5R
∼= sl5R are given by Schur modules, which

leads to the conclusive classification of projective quantum fields. This is analogous to
the classification of quantum fields on Poincaré geometry according to spin.

Projective quantum fields can as well be characterized according to irreducibility
under Poincaré transformations. This leads to the following result.

Theorem (Theorem 3.23). Fermionic, irreducible, Poincaré-irreducible projective quan-
tum fields behave under Poincaré transformations as Dirac fermions and obey spin-
statistics as composite projective quantum fields. If they are bosonic, they behave under
Poincaré transformations as scalar or vector bosons, but violate spin-statistics as com-
posite projective quantum fields.

In the given framework, this singles out Dirac fermions. Yet, projective quantum
fields may as well give rise to higher-spin Poincaré group representations upon restric-
tion to Poincaré geometry, if ρ̃ is not irreducible.

This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce (homogeneous)
geometries and their deformations and limits, discuss the relation between conjugacy
limits and contractions, and consider projective tensor fields. Section 3 is devoted
to projective quantum fields. Projective correlator algebras, fermionic and bosonic
superselection sectors, composite projective quantum fields as well as their pgl5R- and
Poincaré-irreducibility are explored. Section 4 provides further questions. Some of the
proofs are deferred to a number of appendices, which are given in the end.

2 Geometries and limits

Mathematically, a geometry in the sense of Klein is defined as a pair (X, O) of a smooth,
connected manifold X (the model space) and a Lie group O (the structure group) acting
transitively by analytic maps on it, i.e., for any pair of points x, y ∈ X there exists g ∈ O,
such that y = g · x. Transitivity identifies the model space X with the homogeneous
space O/Ox, where Ox denotes the stabilizer of an arbitrary point x ∈ X. For more
details on the category of such geometries we refer to [3].

Similarly, the geometry of a homogeneous physical space-time includes both a space-
time manifold and a Lie group of space-time symmetry transformations. Space-time
symmetry groups often contain the indefinite orthogonal groups O(p, q), i.e., the groups
of isometries of the metric tensor

−(dx1)2 − . . . − (dxp)2 + (dxp+1)2 + . . . + (dxp+q)2 , (1)

with examples the Lorentz group O(3, 1) or the de Sitter group O(4, 1). Here, dx1, . . . ,
dxp+q denote the canonical 1-forms on Rp+q, and (dxj)2 := dxj ⊙ dxj with ⊙ the
symmetrized tensor product. More generally, groups such as

O((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) :=













O(p0, q0) 0 · · · 0
R(p1+q1)×(p0+q0) O(p1, q1) 0

...
...

. . .
...

R(pk+qk)×(p0+q0) R(pk+qk)×(p1+q1) · · · O(pk, qk)
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can appear. To prevent singular behavior as discussed later, we consider projective
geometries with projective structure groups PO((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)), defined modulo
multiplication by non-zero constants. For introductions to projective geometry we refer
to [27, 28]. We note that PO((1), (3, 1)) is isomorphic to the Poincaré group in 3+1
space-time dimensions, the latter isomorphically embedded in PGL5R as follows. To
see this, let Λ ∈ O(3, 1), t ∈ R4. Then the projective 5 × 5 matrices

[(Λ, t)] := P

(

1
t Λ

)

∈ PO((1), (3, 1)) (2)

together with (projective) matrix multiplication furnish a representation of the Poincaré
group, which is isomorphic to the latter. The elements t ∈ R4, which appear in the
lower-left corner of [(Λ, t)], correspond to the usual space-time translations.

The group PO((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) with p0 + q0 + . . .+ pk + qk = m acts transitively
on the model space

X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))

:= {[x0, . . . , xm−1] ∈ RP
m−1 | − x2

0 − . . . − x2
p0−1 + x2

p0
+ . . . + x2

p0+q0−1 < 0} .

Therefore, the pairs

G((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) := (X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)), PO((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)))

form geometries. We mostly restrict to four-dimensional space-time geometries in this
work (m = 5). For instance, G(4, 1) with model space X(4, 1) is the projective model
of four-dimensional de Sitter geometry and G(3, 2) with model space X(3, 2) is the
projective model of four-dimensional anti-de Sitter geometry, while G((1), (3, 1)) with

X((1), (3, 1)) = {[x0, . . . , x4] | x0 6= 0} = A
3,1 (3)

is the projective model of Poincaré geometry, which can be identified with Poincaré
geometry itself. Here, Ap,q denotes the (p + q)-dimensional affine space with the (p, q)-
signature metric tensor (1), and the identification with A

3,1 in Eq. (3) is via

[x0, . . . , x4] = [1, x1/x0, . . . , x4/x0] 7→ (x1/x0, . . . , x4/x0) .

Poincaré geometry also comes with the metric tensor −(dy1)2 −(dy2)2 −(dy3)2 +(dy4)2,
yµ = xµ/x0 for µ = 1, . . . , 4, which is the usual Minkowski metric tensor.

The group PO((1), (1), (3)) can be identified with the group of Galilei transfor-
mations, and PO((1), (3), (1)) is isomorphic to the group of Carroll transformations.
Indeed, the matrix multiplications are (ignoring ±1 entries on the diagonals)

P







1
s 1
a v R





 · P







1
s′ 1
a′ v′ R′





 = P







1
s + s′ 1

a + s′v + Ra′ v + Rv′ RR′





 ,

P







1
a R
s bT 1





 · P







1
a′ R′

s′ b′T 1





 = P







1
a + Ra′ RR′

s + s′ + bT a′ bT R′ + b′T 1





 ,
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where s, s′ ∈ R, a, a′, b, b′, v, v′ ∈ R3, R, R′ ∈ O(3) and which are matrix versions of
the group multiplications of the Galilei and Carroll groups, respectively [29]. Galilei
geometry G((1), (1), (3)) has the model space X((1), (1), (3)) = A1 ×A3 and comes with
degenerate Galilean structures, while ultra-relativistic Carroll geometry G((1), (3), (1))
has the model space X((1), (3), (1)) = A

3 × A
1 and comes with degenerate Carroll

structures [1, 30].1

2.1 Deformations and limits

Geometry limits such as the Poincaré limit of de Sitter space-time, which incorporates
the flattening of dS4 to A3,1, or the non-relativistic (Galilei) limit of Poincaré geometry
can be described in terms of projective geometries. More specifically, consider four-
dimensional geometries G = (X, O), which are subgeometries of the ambient geometry
(RP4, PGL5R), i.e., X is an open submanifold of RP4 and O is a subgroup of PGL5R

acting transitively on X. G(4, 1), G((1), (3, 1)), G((1), (1), (3)) and G((1), (3), (1)) are all
of this type, for instance. Let [bn] ∈ PGL5R be a sequence of group elements. It acts
on points [x] ∈ X via (projective) matrix multiplication: [x] 7→ [bn · x]. Group elements
[h] ∈ O are conjugated by the [bn]: [h] 7→ Ad[bn][h] = [bnhb−1

n ], analogously to a change
of basis acting on matrices. The [bn] thus act on a geometry G as

[bn]∗ : G = (X, O) → [bn]∗G := ([bn] · X, Ad[bn]O)

with Ad[bn]O := [bn] · O · [b−1
n ]. We call [bn]∗G a geometry deformation of G.

Following [3], the sequence Ad[bn]O of Lie groups converges geometrically to another
Lie subgroup O′ < PGL5R for n → ∞, if every [h′] ∈ O′ is the limit of some sequence
[hn] ∈ Ad[bn]O and if every accumulation point of every sequence [hn] ∈ Ad[bn]O lies
in O′. Then O′ is called the conjugacy limit of O via [bn]. Conjugacy limits are limits
on the space of closed subgroups of PGL5R with respect to the so-called Chabauty
topology; for details see e.g. [3, 31–33]. The sequence [bn]∗G ⊂ (RP4, PGL5R) converges
to the geometry G

′ = (X′, O′) < (RP4, PGL5R), if Ad[bn]O converges geometrically to
O′ and there exists2 [z] ∈ X

′, such that for all n sufficiently large: [z] ∈ [bn] · X. We also
call the latter topology on the space of model spaces the model space topology. All such
limits of subgeometries G((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) < (RP4, PGL5R) have been classified and
are up to geometry deformations in (RP4, PGL5R) of the form G((p′

0, q′
0), . . . , (p′

l, q′
l))

for l ≥ k, p0 + . . . + pk = p′
0 + . . . + p′

l and q0 + . . . + qk = q′
0 + . . . + q′

l, potentially
after exchanging some (pi, qi) with (qi, pi) [3]. Such a limit geometry is also called a
refinement or degeneration of G((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)).

Elements of the Lie algebra pgl5R and thus also of the Lie algebra o of O < PGL5R

are defined modulo the addition of real multiples of the 5 × 5 identity matrix.3 If a Lie
algebra element [X] ∈ pgl5R acts on a PGL5R group element or vice versa, its unique

1Actually, all geometries G((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) come with certain affine bundle structures as de-
tailed in [3], thereby generalizing structures such as Galilean and Carroll structures.

2This condition exemplifies the hit-and-miss character of the Chabauty topology [34].
3We employ mathematical conventions for Lie algebras, such that a connected Lie group G has Lie

algebra g and G is generated by exp(g).
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trace-zero representative X ∈ sl5R ∼= pgl5R, taken modulo non-zero real prefactors, is
considered. Then the sequence [bn] acts on Lie algebra elements analogously to their
action on group elements: [X] 7→ Ad[bn][X] for [X] ∈ o. With O → O′ the conjugacy
limit in PGL5R via [bn] and o′ = Lie(O′), it has been shown in [34] that

o′ = lim
n→∞

[bn] · o · [b−1
n ] ,

convergence defined as for the geometric convergence of Lie groups.

Example 2.1. (i) To explore the deformation of projective Poincaré geometry G((1),
(3, 1)) by

[bn] = P







e−n

13×3

e−n





 , (4)

13×3 the 3 × 3 unit matrix, focus on a boost generator of the Poincaré Lie algebra
such as

[K] = P

















0
0

0
0 1
1 0

















. (5)

The [bn] act via conjugation on [K], which yields for the non-trivial submatrix:

P

(

0 1
1 0

)

7→ P

(

0 en

e−n 0

)

= P

(

0 1
e−2n 0

)

. (6)

This has the well-defined n → ∞ limit

P

(

0 1
0 0

)

. (7)

The multiplication by exp(−n) employed in Eq. (6) is an identity map in the
projective setting. In a non-projective setting, the limit matrix would contain di-
verging elements. Analogously taking the conjugacy limits of the other generators
of po((1), (3, 1)) shows that the structure groups Ad[bn]PO((1), (3, 1)) converge ge-
ometrically for n → ∞ to

lim
n→∞

Ad[bn]PO((1), (3, 1)) = Adτ PO((1), (1), (3)) ,

where τ = (0) (1 2 3 4) (in cycle notation) is a coordinate index permutation. This
is isomorphic to the Galilei group. The limit process turns Lorentz boosts with
generators such as (5) into Galilean velocity additions as generated by the projec-
tive 5 × 5 matrix corresponding to (7). The model space X((1), (3, 1)) is invariant
under the action of the [bn] of Eq. (4), such that for n → ∞ projective Galilei
geometry is retrieved up to a coordinate permutation:

[bn]∗G((1), (3, 1)) → τ∗G((1), (1), (3)) := (τ · X((1), (3, 1)), Adτ PO((1), (1), (3))) .

Note that permutations act on model spaces and structure groups inversely to how
they permute the index arguments of geometries.
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(ii) Consider

[bn] = P

(

e−4n

en · 14×4

)

(8)

acting on projective de Sitter geometry G(4, 1). Let [x0, . . . , x4] ∈ [bn] ·X(4, 1), i.e.,

−e8nx2
0 − e−2n(x2

1 + x2
2 + x2

3 − x2
4) < 0 .

This is equivalent to

−x2
0 − e−10n(x2

1 + x2
2 + x2

3 − x2
4) < 0 ,

yielding the well-defined limit constraint x0 6= 0 for n → ∞. Thus, the deformed
model space [bn] · X(4, 1) changes in the n → ∞ limit to X((1), (3, 1)) = A3,1. Ex-
plicit computation shows that the deformed structure groups Ad[bn]PO(4, 1) con-
verge geometrically to PO((1), (3, 1)) for n → ∞. Therefore, the limit process flat-
tens the de Sitter model space and the structure group changes accordingly. The
limit geometry of projective de Sitter geometry, deformed by the [bn] of Eq. (8), is
projective Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1)).

(iii) Similarly to (ii), consider

[bn] = P

(

en · 14×4

e−4n

)

(9)

acting on projective anti-de Sitter geometry G(3, 2). A point [x0, . . . , x4] is in
[bn] · X(3, 2), if and only if

e−10n(−x2
0 − x2

1 − x2
2 + x2

3) + x2
4 < 0 ,

which yields the constraint x4 6= 0 for n → ∞. The sequence Ad[bn]PO(3, 2)
converges with respect to Chaubauty topology to

P

(

O(3, 1) R4

±1

)

as n → ∞. Therefore, up to the permutation σ = (0 1 2 3 4) this yields projective
Poincaré geometry for n → ∞:

[bn]∗G(3, 2) → σ∗G((1), (3, 1)) .

Remark. While the choice of (RP4, PGL5R) as the ambient geometry is not unique,
the results of this work are to some extent independent from the choice of ambient
geometries of type (RPm−1, PGLmR) for m ≥ 5, see Appendix C. Setting m = 5 can be
seen as a minimal choice. A few works have considered conjugacy limits of subgroups
within other groups than PGLmR or GLmR, see e.g. [35–37].
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2.2 Conjugacy limits and contractions

In physics, contractions of the Lie algebras of structure groups are often considered
instead of conjugacy limits. Let o′ be a conjugacy limit of o on Lie algebra level. First,
we give examples of physical interest, for which o′ is isomorphic to a contraction of o.
We also provide an example of a contraction, which cannot be isomorphically described
as a conjugacy limit. Subsequently, we show that there are conjugacy limits, which
are not isomorphic to single contractions on Lie algebra level. A theorem demonstrates
that the composition of contractions can always achieve this. In this subsection, we
sometimes consider geometries of general dimension.

We define a contraction as in [38]. For this, consider a Lie subalgebra t of a Lie
algebra h, the latter with underlying vector space Vec(h). Let tc denote the sub-
space of Vec(h) complementary to t, such that X ∈ Vec(h) can be uniquely written
as X = Xt + Xtc , Xt ∈ t, Xtc ∈ tc. For ε > 0 define φε(X) := Xt + εXtc . Then
[X, Y ]′ := limε→0 φ−1

ε ([φε(X), φε(Y )]) exists for all X, Y ∈ Vec(h). The vector space
Vec(h) equipped with the commutator [·, ·]′ is called the contraction of h along t and
forms a Lie algebra. We note that there exist other definitions in the literature, see
e.g. [39].

Example 2.2. The Lie algebra o(3) has generators

X1 =







0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0





 , X2 =







0 0 −1
0 0 0
1 0 0





 , X3 =







0 0 0
0 0 1
0 −1 0







with commutators [X1, X2] = X3, [X1, X3] = −X2, [X2, X3] = X1. We consider its
projective variant po(3) and the conjugacy limit via

[bn] = P







e−2n

en

en





 ,

which yields the projective Euclidean motion Lie algebra in two dimensions, po((1), (2)).
The non-projective o((1), (2)) has generators

Y 1 =







0 0 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0





 , Y 2 =







0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0





 (10)

and X3 along with matrix commutators. We contract o(3) along X3, which yields the
contracted commutators [X1, X2]′ = 0, [X1, X3]′ = −X2 and [X2, X3]′ = X1. After
descending to its projective variant, the contracted Lie algebra is isomorphic to the Lie
algebra po((1), (2)) of the conjugacy limit.

We take a final conjugacy limit of po((1), (2)) via

[bn] = P







e−n

e−n

e2n





 ,
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which yields the projective Heisenberg Lie algebra po((1), (1), (1)). Its non-projective
variant is generated by Y 1, Y 2 and

Y 3 =







0 0 0
0 0 0
0 −1 0





 , (11)

such that [Y 1, Y 2] = 0, [Y 1, Y 3] = −Y 2 and [Y 2, Y 3] = 0. We obtain a Lie algebra iso-
morphic to po((1), (1), (1)) via contraction of o((1), (2)) along X1 and projectivization.

Continuing Example 2.2 shows that not every contraction corresponds to a conju-
gacy limit.

Example 2.3. We contract the Heisenberg Lie algebra o((1), (1), (1)) with generators
Y1, Y2, Y3 as in Eqs. (10) and (11) along Span(Y2), which is the center of o((1), (1), (1)).
The contracted commutators are all trivial, such that the contracted Lie algebra is iso-
morphic to R3. The Lie algebra po((1), (1), (1)) is a final conjugacy limit of po(3) up to
conjugacy in PGL3R. No further non-trivial refinement is possible [3]. Therefore, the
contracted algebra R3 does not correspond to a conjugacy limit of po(3) via sequences
in PGL3R.

Even if examples of isomorphisms between Lie algebras of conjugacy limits and
corresponding contractions can be given, such isomorphisms do not generally exist, as
the following lemma demonstrates.

Lemma 2.4. For m ≥ 3 no single contraction of the Lie algebra po(m) yields a Lie
algebra isomorphic to po((1), . . . , (1)) (m copies of (1) as arguments).

The Lie algebra po((1), . . . , (1)) is the conjugacy limit of po(m) < pglmR via
[bn] = [diag(1, exp(n), . . . , exp((m − 1)n))]. The proof of Lemma 2.4 is postponed
to Appendix A.1.

It is clear from Example 2.2 that the concatenation of multiple contractions of po(m)
can yield a Lie algebra isomorphic to po((1), . . . , (1)). This exemplifies the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.5. Consider PO(p, q) < PGLp+qR and let O′ be the conjugacy limit of
PO(p, q) via a sequence [bn] ∈ PGLp+qR for n → ∞. Then the Lie algebra o′ of O′ is
isomorphic to the composition of a finite number of contractions of po(p, q).

The constructive proof of this theorem is deferred to Appendix A.2.

2.3 Projective frames and tensor fields

Analogously to conjugacy limits of projective subgroups, projective variants of tensor
fields do not exhibit singular behavior in limits of geometries, but merely degenerate
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as discussed now. Specifically, we define projective vector fields on a four-dimensional
model space X as equivalence classes [W ] of vector fields on X, which are defined up
to the equivalence relation W ∼ W̃ , if there exists λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0) such that for all
[x] ∈ X: W̃ ([x]) = λ([x]) W ([x]), in short W̃ = λW . We note that for connected model
spaces X, the functions λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0) have either positive or negative values on all
X.

Remark. This definition of projective vector fields is consistent with the more common
definition of projectively related, torsion-free connections. According to [40–42], two
torsion-free connections on X are projectively related, if they have the same geodesics
as point sets, i.e., if their geodesics agree up to parametrization. Consider a vector field
W on X, let λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0) and set W̃ = λW . Given a torsion-free connection ∇, for
every [x] ∈ X there is a unique geodesic γ : (−ǫ, ǫ) → X, ǫ > 0, with γ(0) = [x] and
dγ(s)/ds|s=0 = W ([x]). Similarly, W̃ induces a geodesic γ̃ : (−ǫ̃, ǫ̃) → X, ǫ̃ > 0, with
γ̃(0) = [x] and

d

ds

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

s=0

γ̃(s) = W̃ ([x]) = λ([x])W ([x]) = λ([x])
d

ds

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

s=0

γ(s) ,

so that the geodesics γ and γ̃ are the same as sets. Then there exists a torsion-free
connection ∇̃ with geodesic γ̃, such that ∇, ∇̃ are projectively related [42]. Therefore,
projectively equivalent vector fields are indeed consistent with the notion of projectively
related connections.

Locally, projective vector fields can be viewed as projective linear combinations
of representatives of projective frame vector fields. A projective frame on the four-
dimensional space X is defined from a frame (e1, . . . , e4) on X as

{([x], {[e1([x])], . . . , [e4([x])], [e1([x]) + . . . + e4([x])]}) | [x] ∈ X} ,

which we also denote as ([e1], . . . , [e4], [e1 + . . . + e4]).

Remark. Five projective vector fields are required to uniquely specify a projective
frame on the four-dimensional model space X, based on the following argument [28].
Assume that [eµ] = [fµ] for all µ = 1, . . . , 4. Then eµ = λµfµ for λµ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0). With
the fifth projective vector field [e1+. . .+e4] = [f1+. . .+f4] we have e1+. . .+e4 = λ(f1+
. . .+f4) for some λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0). Together this yields 0 = (λ1 −λ)f1 + . . .+(λ4 −λ)f4,
such that by linear independence of the fµ: λµ = λ for all µ = 1, . . . , 4. In the projective
setting, the two frames agree.

The following example shows that projective vector fields decompose non-uniquely
into projective linear combinations of representatives of projective frame vector fields,
which is different from non-projective vector fields on X.
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Example 2.6. Consider Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1)). The map [x0, x1, . . . , x4] 7→
(x1/x0, . . . , x4/x0) identifies X((1), (3, 1)) with A3,1. With yµ := xµ/x0, µ = 1, . . . , 4,
the standard vector fields on A3,1 are given by ∂/∂yµ = x0 ∂/∂xµ. A projective vector
field [W ] on X((1), (3, 1)) can be written as a linear combination

[W ([x])] =

[

4
∑

µ=1

Wµ([x])
∂

∂yµ
+ W5([x])

4
∑

µ=1

∂

∂yµ

]

.

The functions W1, . . . , W5 are unique up to common prefactors as well as functions
f ∈ C∞(X((1), (3, 1))) acting as W1, . . . , W5 7→ W1 − f, . . . , W4 − f, W5 + f .

Still, we write the (non-unique) projective components of [W ] as [W1, . . . , W5],
when we can make well-posed statements about them. For instance, the components
[W1, . . . , W5] uniquely define the set of homogeneous coordinates of [W ] with respect to
([∂/∂1], . . . , [∂/∂y4], [∂/∂y1 + . . . + ∂/∂4]), which is
{

(λW ′
1, . . . , λW ′

4) ∈ C∞(X)4

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

W ′
µ ∈ C∞(X), ∀[x] ∈ X ∃ µ ∈ {1, . . . , 4} : W ′

µ([x]) 6= 0,

λ ∈ C∞(X,R 6=0),

[

4
∑

ν=1

W ′
ν∂/∂yν

]

= [W ]

}

.

This assumes [W ] 6= 0.

To study the behavior of a projective vector field [W ] under deformations and limits
of geometries, let ([e1], . . . , [e5]) be a projective frame on X and [W1, . . . , W5] be the
components of [W ] with respect to ([e1], . . . , [e5]). A sequence [bn] ∈ PGL5R acts on
the components WA as

([x], [W1([x]), . . . , W5([x])]) 7→ ([bn · x], [bn] · [W1([x]), . . . , W5([x])]) . (12)

If limn→∞[bn] exists as a projective 5 × 5 matrix, the n → ∞ limit of (12) is well-
defined, since no infinite blow-ups of components appear in the projective formulation.
Yet, the limit matrices limn→∞[bn] can decrease in rank, see e.g. the n → ∞ limit of
the matrix (4), whose rank decreases from 5 to 3. Projective vector fields can thus
degenerate in limits, such that they locally provide elements of certain strict subspaces
of the projective tangent spaces of X.

We define projective tensor fields on X analogously to projective vector fields modulo
multiplication by C∞(X,R 6=0)-elements. On projective tensor fields such as projective
metrics or projective differential forms, deformations of geometries act as tensor con-
tractions with the [bn] or [b−1

n ], depending on the type of the projective tensor field
under consideration. Analogously to projective vector fields, projective tensor fields
can degenerate in limit processes, but remain well-defined if limn→∞[bn] exists as a pro-
jective 5 × 5 matrix. For instance, no singularities appear for projective metrics, which
can solely degenerate.4

4This is in contrast to standard general relativity, where locally singular behavior of metrics can
render the theory inconsistent in their surrounding neighborhoods.
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Remark. Projective equivalence classes of tensor fields are similar to conformally equiv-
alent tensor fields. If a tensor field Q on RP

4 has non-zero conformal weight ∆, its pro-
jective equivalence class [Q] can be identified with the set generated by its Weyl trans-
formations Q 7→ exp(∆ω)Q for ω ∈ C∞(RP4) together with the reflection Q 7→ −Q.

3 Quantum fields on projective geometries

Quantum fields are tied to space-time geometries by means of their behavior under
space-time symmetry transformations, which involves projective unitary representations
of the space-time symmetry groups acting on the Hilbert space [43]. Irreducibility of
the representations characterizes fundamental quantum particles, and the Hilbert space
of the theory is constructed from these. Geometries thus dictate the types of particles
that can occur and at least partly the structure of the Hilbert space. For instance, on
Poincaré geometry particles are described by the well-known massive spin and massless
helicity representations of the Poincaré group.

3.1 Projective quantum fields

We define projective quantum fields similarly to Wightman quantum fields [17], thereby
in a certain way generalizing the projective tensor fields considered in Section 2.3. We do
not aim for their complete mathematical characterization, but restrict to the representa-
tion-theoretic assumptions necessary for our geometry-related derivations. Let H be
a complex Hilbert space with inner product 〈·, ·〉 (anti-linear with respect to its first
argument), on which a projective quantum field can be defined. U(H) denotes the set
of unitary linear operators on H and PGL5R the universal cover of PGL5R.

Definition 3.1. A projective quantum field is a tuple Ô = (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4})

consisting of:

(i) a projective unitary PGL5R representation U : PGL5R → U(H) with adjoint †,

(ii) a finite-dimensional complex PGL5R representation ρ with dim ρ 6= 0, and

(iii) equivalence classes of tuples of non-zero linear operator-valued tempered distri-
butions [Ô([x])] = [Ô1([x]), . . . , Ôdim ρ([x])], [x] ∈ RP

4, defined modulo C∞(RP4,

R 6=0) prefactors, where all Ôα([x]) have a common dense domain of definition

D ⊂ H, U([g])D ⊂ D and Ôα([x])D ⊂ D for all [g] ∈ PGL5R, [x] ∈ RP
4, α =

1, . . . , dim ρ, and for which the smeared representatives

Ôα(f,RP4) :=
∫

RP
4
Ôα([x]) f([x]) d4[x]

are bounded operators on D for all f ∈ C∞(RP4),
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such that for all [x] ∈ RP
4, [g] ∈ PGL5R, α = 1, . . . , dim ρ:

U([g])Ôα([x])U †([g]) =
dim ρ
∑

β=1

ραβ([g−1])Ôβ([g · x]) . (13)

Often we omit the component indices α, β from notations. When denoted as Ô, Ô =
(U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP

4}) is understood. The [Ô([x])] are called field operators. On
the geometry (X, O) < (RP4, PGL5R) the projective quantum field is given by restriction:

Ô|(X,O) := (U |O, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ X}) .

We also call Ô|(X,O) a restricted projective quantum field. It comes with smeared repre-
sentatives

Ôα(f, X) :=
∫

X

Ôα([x]) f([x]) d4[x] ,

where f ∈ C∞(X).

The smeared representatives are defined not for Schwartz functions, but for smooth
functions, since RP

4 is compact. We note that the finite-dimensional representations of
PGL5R all factor through representations of PGL5R and are thus not faithful. Upon re-
striction to the geometry (X, O), no restriction of the representation ρ to O is included,
so that local changes of (projective) reference frames can be consistently described
in an accompanying work [44]. No equal-time commutation relations and causality
preservation are assumed, whose formulation for curved geometries would rest on an
observer-specific, distinguished time direction as available e.g. for globally hyperbolic
space-times [45]. As part of an algebraic characterization of projective quantum fields,
Definition 3.1 could be incorporated in Haag-Kastler conditions for nets of von Neu-
mann operator algebras [17, 46, 47], if these are formulated for the ambient projective
geometry (RP4, PGL5R).

Remark. Definition 3.1 rests upon (RP4, PGL5R) as the ambient geometry. This choice
is at least in parts without loss of generality, see Appendix C.

Remark. While U is a projective unitary representation in Definition 3.1, ρ is non-
projective. This is sensible, since if ρ was projective, its multiplier would be equivalent
to the trivial one, see Proposition B.4 in Appendix B.2. The finite dimensionality of ρ
is part of established formal approaches [17].

Definition 3.1 indeed extends the unitary behavior of quantum fields on fixed ge-
ometries, as the following example demonstrates for Poincaré geometry.

Example 3.2. Consider a projective quantum field (U,CP4
PGL5R

, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}),

where CP
4
PGL5R

denotes the fundamental complex representation of PGL5R acting on
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CP
4 by (projective) matrix multiplication. CP

4
PGL5R

provides a PGL5R representa-
tion by previously applying the cover projection PGL5R → PGL5R, which we often
omit from notations. This describes projective quantum fields, which resemble pro-
jective vector fields, see Section 2.3. Restricted to Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1)),
the action of U |PO((1),(3,1)) is to be considered. The generalized unitary transforma-

tion behavior (13) of the field operators [Ô([x])] yields for a Poincaré transformation
[(Λ, t)] ∈ PO((1), (3, 1)) (see Eq. (2)):

U([(Λ, t)])[Ô([x])]U †([(Λ, t)]) = [(Λ, t)]−1 · [Ô([Λ · x + t])] ,

where [(Λ, t)]−1 = [(Λ−1, −Λ−1 · t)]. If Ô1([x]) = 0, we have for the other components
of representative field operators Ô([x]) of [Ô([x])] = [Ô1([x]), . . . , Ô5([x])]:

U([(Λ, t)])Ôµ+1([x])U †([(Λ, t)]) =
4
∑

ν=1

(Λ−1)µνÔν+1([Λ · x + t]) (14)

for all µ = 1, . . . , 4. This is the usual behavior of vector quantum fields under Poincaré
transformations.

Remark. The massless, infinite spin representations of the Poincaré group [43] cannot
appear upon restriction of a projective quantum field to Poincaré geometry, since the
representation ρ is required to be finite-dimensional.

Projective quantum fields transform naturally and smoothly under geometry de-
formations up to action of the finite-dimensional representation ρ as specified by the
following lemma. Given a model space X and a sequence [bn] ∈ PGL5R, for the treat-
ment of geometry limits we denote the set of point-wise limits of the form limn→∞[bn ·x]
for [x] ∈ X by limn→∞[bn] · X, which in general is different from limits of model spaces
with respect to the model space topology. In fact, we show in the next subsection that
the spaces limn→∞[bn] · X can form dimensionally reduced subspaces of model space
closures, see in particular Proposition 3.6.

Lemma 3.3. Consider a projective quantum field Ô = (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) and

the geometry G = (X, O), let [bn] ∈ PGL5R and (X′, O′) = limn→∞([bn]∗G) be the limit
geometry. Assume [b∞] := limn→∞[bn] exists as a projective 5 × 5 matrix. The action
of [bn] on Ô|(X,O) yields the restricted projective quantum field

(U |Ad[bn]O
, ρ, {[ρ([b−1

n ])Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ [bn] · X})

with n → ∞ limit
(

U |O′ , ρ,
{

[ρ∞] · [Ô([x])]
∣

∣

∣ [x] ∈ lim
n→∞

[bn] · X

})

,

where [ρ∞] = limn→∞[ρ([b−1
n ])] ∈ PMatdim ρ×dim ρC, which is the space of projective,

complex dim ρ×dim ρ matrices. Further, U([g])[Ô([x])]U †([g]), [Ô([g ·x])] and all their
representatives depend smoothly on [g] ∈ PGL5R and [x] ∈ RP

4, where convergence can
be defined with regard to the operator norm on D for the smeared operator variants.
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Proof. Let ω be the (Schur) multiplier of the projective representation U . A geometry
deformation via [bn] ∈ PGL5R acts on representatives Ô([x]) of the field operators
[Ô([x])], transformed via [g] ∈ O, as

U([g])Ô([x])U †([g]) 7→ U([bn])U([g])Ô([x])U †([g])U †([bn])

= ω([bn], [g])ω([bng], [b−1
n ])U([bngb−1

n ])U([bn])Ô([x])U †([bn])

× ω([bn], [g−1])ω([bng−1], [b−1
n ])U †([bngb−1

n ])

= U([bngb−1
n ])U([bn])Ô([x])U †([bn])U †([bngb−1

n ]) . (15)

Here we used multiplier cyclicity, i.e.,

ω([bn], [g])ω([bng], [b−1
n ]) = ω([bn], [gb−1

n ])ω([g], [b−1
n ]) ,

and

ω([bn], [g−1])U([bng−1]) = U([bn])U([g−1])

= (U([g])U([b−1
n ]))−1 =

1

ω([g], [b−1
n ])

U([bng−1]) ,

analogously for ω([bng−1], [b−1
n ]). By means of Eq. (15), the symmetry group O is

conjugated by [bn] and the field operator Ô([x]) is changed to

U([bn])Ô([x])U †([bn]) = ρ([b−1
n ])Ô([bn · x]) .

We prove in Appendix B.1 that the conjugacy limit of U(O) in U(PGL5R) via
U([bn]) is the same as U(O′) up to multiplier, i.e., the diagram

limn→∞ Ad[bn] : O O′

limn→∞[AdU([bn])] : U(O) [U(O′)]

U |O [U |O′ ]

commutes. Here, [U(O′)] denotes U(O′) modulo U(1) prefactors, analogously for the
maps in square brackets. In fact, by the considerations of Appendix B.1 multipliers
of U |O′ are limits of multipliers of U |O, which can become trivial. The matrix [ρ∞]
exists, since [b∞] exists and ρ([b−1

n ]) can be viewed as a sequence in the compact space

RP
(dim ρ)2−1. This shows that restricted projective quantum fields behave in the geom-

etry limit as claimed.
Concerning smoothness, the generalized unitary transformation behavior (13) yields

[Ô([g · x])] = AdU([g])[ρ([g])Ô([x])] .

By the definition of Lie group representations, [ρ([g])] and U([g]) depend smoothly on
[g], thus also AdU([g]). Therefore, [Ô([g · x])] and U([g])[Ô([x])]U †([g]) depend smoothly
on [g], where convergence can be defined with regard to the norm on D for representa-
tives of the smeared operator variants. Smooth dependence on [x] ∈ RP

4 follows from
transitivity of the smooth group action.
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3.2 Projective correlators

Given a four-dimensional geometry (X, O), an algebra A(X) of projective correlators
can be defined as

A(X) :=

{

[

Ô(†)(f1, X) ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ô(†)(fℓ, X)
]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

fi ∈ C∞(RP4), ℓ ∈ N

}

,

where the involved Ô([x]) are representatives of [Ô([x])] and the superscript (†) denotes
for each tensor product factor individually, whether taking the adjoint or not. The
tensor products are defined with respect to the components Ôα(fi, X) of the smeared
field operator representatives. The involved functions fi are defined on RP

4, so that the
action of geometry deformations and limits of projective correlators can be consistently
described. We denote the analogous algebra constructed on the ambient geometry
model space RP

4 by A(RP4). Elements of A(X) and A(RP4) form bounded operators
on D, since they involve finitely many concatenations of operators, which are bounded
on D.

Projective correlator algebras behave as follows under geometry deformations.

Proposition 3.4. Let [g] ∈ PGL5R and (X, O) < (RP4, PGL5R) be a geometry. De-
formations of (X, O) via [g] give the commutative diagram

Ad[g] : O Ad[g]O

AdU([g]) : A(X) A([g] · X) ,

∼

AdU AdU

∼

where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms of groups (top) and algebras (bottom). The
vertical map AdU acts for an element [h] ∈ O as AdU([h]):

[Ô(†)(f1, X) ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ô(†)(fℓ, X)]

7→ [(ρ([h−1])Ô)(†)(f1([h
−1·]), [h] · X) ⊗ . . . ⊗ (ρ([h−1])Ô)(†)(fℓ([h

−1·]), [h] · X)] , (16)

and analogously horizontally for more general [g] ∈ PGL5R instead of such [h].

Proof. Let Ô(fi, X) be representatives of the smeared field operators [Ô(fi, X)], fi ∈
C∞(RP4). AdU([g]) maps

Ô
(†)
β1

(f1, X) ◦ · · · ◦ Ô
(†)
βℓ

(fℓ, X)
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to

U([g])Ô
(†)
β1

(f1, X) ◦ · · · ◦ Ô
(†)
βℓ

(fℓ, X)U †([g])

=
∫

Xℓ
f1([x1]) · · · fℓ([xℓ]) ρ

(†)
β1γ1

([g−1])Ô(†)
γ1

([g · x1]) ◦ · · ·

◦ ρ
(†)
βℓγℓ

([g−1])Ô(†)
γℓ

([g · xℓ]) d4[x1] · · · d4[xℓ]

=
∫

([g]·X)ℓ
f1([g−1 · y1]) · · · fℓ([g

−1 · yℓ])ρ
(†)
β1γ1

([g−1])Ô(†)
γ1

([y1]) ◦ · · ·

◦ ρ
(†)
βℓγℓ

([g−1])Ô(†)
γℓ

([yℓ]) d4[y1] · · · d4[yℓ]

= (ρ([g−1])Ô)
(†)
β1

(f1([g
−1·]), [g] · X) · · · (ρ([g−1])Ô)

(†)
βℓ

(fℓ([g
−1·]), [g] · X) , (17)

where ◦ denotes Hilbert space operator composition, and integration variables have
been changed. We used that Jacobi determinants are trivial in the projective setting.
The functions fi([g

−1·]) are again in C∞(RP4). Therefore, Ad[U([g])] provides an algebra
isomorphism onto A([g] · X).

Replacing the deformation via [g] by an arbitrary sequence [bn] ∈ PGL5R, Eq. (16)
does not apply to its n → ∞ limit, since integration variables cannot be changed for
non-invertible [b∞]. Instead, as indicated already for projective quantum fields, the
support of projective correlators can shift to model space boundaries and other lower-
dimensional model space subspaces in the n → ∞ limit, and the projective correlators
can degenerate with respect to their field operator representative components.

Theorem 3.5. Let [Ĉ] ∈ A(X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) for pi, qi ∈ N with
∑k

i=0 pi + qi = 5
and [bn] ∈ PGL5R, so that limn→∞[bn]∗G((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)) = (X′, O′) is a well-
defined geometry limit and [b∞] exists as a projective 5×5 matrix. Then limn→∞[bn]∗[Ĉ]
is a well-defined, bounded operator on D. If [b∞] has not full rank, limn→∞[bn]∗[Ĉ] is
degenerate as a finite-rank tensor with field operator components and has model space
support within limn→∞[bn]·X, which is generally the union of a subspace of the boundary
∂X′ and another subspace of X

′ of dimension strictly smaller than 4.

Theorem 3.5 is analogous to the behavior of projective tensor fields at individual
space-time points under geometry deformations and limits, see e.g. Eq. (12). Before
proving it, we show an auxiliary proposition regarding the point-wise convergence of
certain sequences of points within model spaces, which form limn→∞[bn] · X.

Proposition 3.6. Let [x] ∈ X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)), consider a sequence [bn] ∈ PGL5R

and the geometry limit (X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)), PO((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))) → (X′, O′).
Assume [b∞] does not have full rank. Then the n → ∞ limit of [bn · x] is either in ∂X′,
where the boundary and the closure are defined with respect to point-wise convergence,
or in another strictly lower-dimensional submanifold of X

′, which depends only on the
sequence [bn].

Proof. We provide the proof for pi, qi = 0 for all i ≥ 1. The general case follows straight-
forwardly with additional index book-keeping. We employ the KAK decomposition of
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PGL5R, where K is the maximal compact subgroup PO(5) and A is the subgroup of
diagonal, invertible projective 5 × 5 matrices, see e.g. [48]. Hence, for all n there exist
[kn], [ln] ∈ K, [an] ∈ B, so that [bn] = [knanln], where [an] can be chosen of the canonical
form

an,ii/an,(i+1)(i+1) →







1 for i /∈ I ,

0 for i ∈ I ,
(18)

as n → ∞ for some index set I ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4}. This choice can be made, since else
we can multiply the sequence [an] by another sequence [a′

n] ∈ A, which remains in a
compact subset of A and can be incorporated by left multiplication of [an] with [a′

n]. I
is non-empty, since [b∞] has not full rank. Let i1 < i2 < . . . < iℓ be the elements of I in
increasing order. The sequences [kn], [ln] have subsequences [knj

], [lnj
], which converge

to some [k], [l] ∈ K, respectively, since K is compact. We write

[x̃] := [l · x] = [z̃0, z̃1, . . . , z̃ℓ−1, z̃ℓ] ,

where z̃0 := (x̃0, . . . , x̃i1−1), z̃j := (x̃ij
, . . . , x̃ij+1−1) with iℓ+1 = m. We set jmin :=

min{j = 0, . . . , 4 | z̃j 6= 0} and jmax := max{j = 0, . . . , 4 | z̃j 6= 0}. If jmin = jmax, the
convergence behavior (18) of the sequence [an] yields that [anx̃] → [x̃] as n → ∞. These
points form a lower-dimensional submanifold of X′ ∩ [l] · X(p, q).

The case jmin < jmax yields [anx̃] → [0, . . . , 0, z̃jmax, 0, . . . , 0]. We note that similarly
to its KAK decomposition we can apply the KBH decomposition of PGL5R [49], so
that [bn] = [k′

nb′
nhn] for [k′

n] ∈ K = PO(5), [b′
n] ∈ B = A, [hn] ∈ PO(p, q). Suppose

that [hn] ∈ PO(p, q) ∩ PO(5). Then the KAK and KBH decompositions of [bn] can be
chosen identically, so that [k′

n] = [kn], [b′
n] = [an] and [hn] = [ln]. In particular,

lim
n→∞

Ad[an]Ad[l]PO(p, q) = lim
n→∞

Ad[an]PO(p, q) = PO((p′
0, q′

0), . . . , (p′
ℓ−1, q′

ℓ−1)) (19)

for the integer pairs (p′
i, q′

i) determined uniquely by splitting the sequence −1, . . . , −1,
+1, . . . , +1 (−1 appearing p and +1 appearing q times) after i1 elements, then after
the next i2 − i1 elements and so forth. Counting the integers −1 in the i-th step yields
p′

i and counting +1 yields q′
i. A point [x′] is in X((p′

0, q′
0), . . . , (p′

ℓ−1, q′
ℓ−1)), if and only if

−(x′
0)2 − . . . − (x′

p′

0−1)
2 + (x′

p′

0
)2 + . . . + (x′

p′

0+q′

0−1)
2 < 0 .

For the point [x′] = [0, . . . , 0, z̃jmax, 0, . . . , 0] the polynomial on the left-hand side eval-
uates to zero. Thus, limn→∞[anx̃] ∈ ∂X((p′

0, q′
0), . . . , (p′

ℓ−1, q′
ℓ−1)) and limn→∞[bnx] =

[k] limn→∞[anx̃] ∈ ∂X′.
The case hn ∈ PO(p, q) \ (PO(5) ∩ PO(p, q)) remains. Still, we have then that

[k · (0, . . . , 0, z̃jmax, 0, . . . , 0)] ∈ X′ and such points form a submanifold of X′ of dimension
strictly lower than 4. This concludes the proof.

We can now provide the proof of Theorem 3.5.

Proof of Theorem 3.5. The projective correlator [Ĉ] is of the form

[Ĉ] =
[

Ô(†)(f1, X) ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ô(†)(fℓ, X)
]
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for fi ∈ C∞(RP4). We choose representatives Ô([x]) of [Ô([x])] and let v ∈ D. For all
[bn] we have ||U([bn])||D = 1 by unitarity of U . Thus, with [ρ∞] = limn→∞[ρ([b−1

n ])] and
ρ∞ a representative of [ρ∞], we have for all α1, . . . , αℓ and all n the upper bound

〈v,
∫

X((p0,q0),...,(pk,qk))
d4[x1]f1([x1])(ρ([b−1

n ])Ô([bnx1]))(†)
α1

◦ . . . ◦
∫

X((p0,q0),...,(pk,qk))
d4[xℓ]f1([xℓ])(ρ([b−1

n ])Ô([bnxℓ]))
(†)
αℓ

v〉

= 〈v, AdU([bn])(Ô
(†)
α1

(f1, X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)))

◦ . . . ◦ Ô(†)
αℓ

(f1, X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk)))v〉

≤
ℓ
∏

i=1

||Ô(†)
αi

(fi, X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))||D < ∞ . (20)

Therefore, the n → ∞ limit is finite:

lim
n→∞

〈v, AdU([bn])(Ô
(†)
α1

(f1, X) ◦ . . . ◦ Ô(†)
αℓ

(fℓ, X))v〉 < ∞ ,

so that limn→∞[bn]∗[Ĉ] is indeed a well-defined and bounded operator on D. If [b∞]
does not have full rank, the involved multiplication with ρ∞ is responsible for the de-
generation of projective correlators with respect its field operator representative com-
ponents. Proposition 3.6 implies limn→∞[bnxi] ∈ ∂X′ or the inclusion in another lower-
dimensional subspace of X

′.

Theorem 3.5 implies that projective correlation functions, i.e., expectation values
of projective correlators, are well-defined for all states in H, as the following corollary
shows.

Corollary 3.7. Given the setting of Theorem 3.5, expectation values 〈v, [Ĉ]v〉 are well-
defined for all v ∈ D ⊂ H and can be uniquely extended to H. The dependence of
〈v, AdU([bn])[Ĉ]v〉 on [bn] is smooth for v ∈ D and its n → ∞ limit is well-defined.
Expectation values of the limiting projective correlator have a unique extension to states
in H.

Proof. Let Ĉ be a representative of

[Ĉ] = [Ô(†)(f1, X) ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ô(†)(fℓ, X)] ∈ A(X((p0, q0), . . . , (pk, qk))

for fi ∈ C∞(RP4). Consider a sequence vj ∈ D, vj 6= 0. Eq. (20) yields

〈vj , Ĉα1...αℓ
vj〉

||vj||2D
≤ ||Ĉα1...αℓ

||D < ∞ . (21)

Assume vj → v′ ∈ H = D as j → ∞. The right-hand side of (21) is independent

from vj, such that the j → ∞ limit of 〈vj , Ĉα1...αℓ
vj〉/||vj||

2 exists by continuity of

the operator Ĉα1...αℓ
on D and is finite for all α1, . . . , αℓ. Further, ||v′||2 = 〈v′, v′〉 <
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∞. In the projective setting, the division by ||vj||
2 is an identity map, such that

〈vj, [Ĉ]vj〉/||vj||
2 = 〈vj , [Ĉ]vj〉 is also well-defined in the j → ∞ limit. The same

argument applies to the j → ∞ limit of limn→∞〈vj, AdU([bn])[Ĉ]vj〉, using Theorem 3.5
and elements from its proof.

The smooth dependence of the expectation values of AdU([bn])[Ĉ] on [bn] for states
in D follows from Lemma 3.3.

Example 3.8. Consider the projective quantum field (U,CP4
PGL5R

, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4})

for the geometry G(4, 1) and the sequence

[bn] = P

(

e−4n

en · 14×4

)

.

By Example 2.1(ii), [bn]∗G(4, 1) → G((1), (3, 1)) as n → ∞. Acting via AdU([bn]) on
projective correlators, the projective matrix [b−1

n ] appears, which has the n → ∞ limit

[ρ∞] = lim
n→∞

[b−1
n ] = P

(

1
04×4

)

.

Therefore, due to Theorem 3.5 and its proof, the n → ∞ limit of the sequence AdU([bn])[Ĉ],

[Ĉ] ∈ A(X(4, 1)), can only depend non-trivially on the component Ô1([x]) and not on
Ô2([x]), . . . , Ô5([x]). The limiting projective correlator limn→∞ AdU([bn])[Ĉ] has support
on finitely many points in

∂X((1), (3, 1)) ∪ {[1, 0, . . . , 0]} = {[0, x1, . . . , x4] ∈ RP
4} ∪ {[1, 0, . . . , 0]} = RP

3 ∪ pt .

We denote the algebra of such limiting projective correlators by Adeg(∂X((1), (3, 1)) ∪
{[1, 0, . . . , 0]}) and leave implicit the field operator components, which can appear non-
trivially.

Similarly, the non-relativistic (Galilei) limit of G((1), (3, 1)), anti-de Sitter geometry
G(3, 2) and representations other than ρ = CP

4
PGL5R

can be considered. This leads to
the examples described in brevity in Fig. 1, from which one can infer that projective
correlators of projective de Sitter and projective anti-de Sitter geometry yield similar
degenerate projective correlators in Poincaré and Galilei limits.

Corollary 3.7 has shown that projective correlation functions remain well-defined
in geometry limits. In particular, this applies to the ultraviolet and infrared limits of
projective Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1)), as we show now. Again, the model space
identification X((1), (3, 1)) = A

3,1 is via the diffeomorphism

ξ([x0, x1, . . . , x4]) := (y1, . . . , y4) ,

where yµ := xµ/x0 for µ = 1, . . . , 4. The metric tensor −dy2
1 − dy2

2 − dy2
3 + dy2

4 on
X((1), (3, 1)) depends only on the image of ξ. A physical scale transformation acts on
[x] ∈ X((1), (3, 1)) as ξ([x]) 7→ sξ([x]) for s > 0. Acting with ξ−1, this is equivalent to

[x0, x1, . . . , x4] 7→ [x0, sx1, . . . , sx4] .
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Space-time geometry: de Sitter Poincaré

G(4, 1) G((1), (3, 1))

Proj. correl. algebra: A(X(4, 1))
Adeg(∂X((1), (3, 1))

∪{[1, 0, . . . , 0]})

ρ = CP
4
PGL5R

: Ô1

ρ = R(CP4
PGL5R

) : Ô2, . . . , Ô5

Space-time geometry: anti-de Sitter Poincaré

G(3, 2) G((1), (3, 1))

Proj. correl. algebra: A(X(3, 2))
Adeg(∂X((1), (3, 1))

∪{[1, 0, . . . , 0]})

ρ = CP
4
PGL5R

: Ô1

ρ = R(CP4
PGL5R

) : Ô2, . . . , Ô5

Space-time geometry: Poincaré Galilei

G((1), (3, 1)) G((1), (1), (3))

Proj. correl. algebra: A(X((1), (3, 1))) Adeg(i0
p ∨ i+

p \ [0])

ρ = CP
4
PGL5R

: Ô1, Ô2

ρ = R(CP4
PGL5R

) : Ô3, Ô4, Ô5

[bn]∗ of (8)

σ−1[bn]∗ of (9)

(τ−1[bn])∗ of (4)

Figure 1: Limiting projective correlator algebras for a selection of geometry limits of
projective de Sitter geometry G(4, 1) and projective anti-de Sitter geometry G(3, 2).
Convergence of algebras is defined as element-wise convergence. Adeg denotes an alge-
bra of projective correlators, which are degenerate with respect to their field operator
components. The rows starting with representations ρ = . . . denote the non-trivial de-
pendence on field operator components of the degenerate projective correlator algebra.
R(CP4

PGL5R
) denotes the action of PGL5R on CP

4 by applying the cover projection
PGL5R → PGL5R and inverse right multiplication. The space i0

p := {[0, 0, x2, x3, x4] ∈

RP
4} ∼= RP

2 is projective spatial infinity, i+
p := {[x0, x1, 0, 0, 0] ∈ RP

4 | x0 6= 0} = R is
projective time-like infinity and i0

p ∨ i+
p \ [0] indicates their wedge product at [0] with

[0] removed.
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The PGL5R-element implementing the scale transformation is

[d(s)] = P

(

1
s · 14×4

)

.

Poincaré geometry remains invariant under the deformation by [d(s)] for all s 6= 0.
Let [Ĉ] ∈ A(X((1), (3, 1))) be a projective correlator on Poincaré geometry. The one-
parameter family {AdU([d(s)])[Ĉ]}s describes the behavior of [Ĉ] under scale transfor-
mations. The limit s → 0 shrinks physical length scales to zero and, considering
AdU([d(s)])[Ĉ], describes the ultraviolet limit of the projective correlator. The limit
s → ∞ stretches physical length scales infinitely and describes the infrared limit of the
projective correlator.

Corollary 3.9. The expectation values of projective correlators in A(X((1), (3, 1))) have
well-defined, finite ultraviolet and infrared limits for states in H.

Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.7, along
with the preceding considerations.

Proposition 3.6 and its proof actually yield that the model space support of pro-
jective correlators on X((1), (3, 1)) shrinks in the infrared limit to finitely many points
in the union of the boundary ∂X((1), (3, 1)) = {[0, x1, . . . , x4] ∈ RP

4} = RP
3 and the

zero-dimensional subspace {[1, 0, . . . , 0]} ∈ X((1), (3, 1)). In the ultraviolet limit the
support converges as well to points in ∂X((1), (3, 1)) ∪{[1, 0, . . . , 0]}. Therefore, projec-
tive correlators on Poincaré geometry behave in their infrared and ultraviolet limits as
for a three-dimensional QFT. This is qualitatively consistent with many quantum field
theories, considering e.g. the infinite temperature limit of thermal field theories [50, 51].
The relation to renormalizability of projective correlation functions is to be discussed
in future work.

3.3 Superselection sectors

Inequivalent multipliers of the projective representation U yield different superselection
sectors for the projective quantum field Ô. Restricted to Poincaré geometry, this pro-
vides the usual bosonic and fermionic projective representations. This classification can
be uniquely extended to the ambient geometry (RP4, PGL5R), as we discuss now.

For this we explicitly describe the inequivalent multipliers. PGL5R is connected, so
for any [g], [h] ∈ PGL5R we can construct a path γ([g], [h]) as follows. Polar decompo-
sition yields [g] = [ug exp(Yg)] and [h] = [uh exp(Yh)] for unique [ug], [uh] ∈ PO(5) and
unique symmetric [Yg], [Yh] ∈ pgl5R. The group PO(5) ∼= SO(5) (since −15×5 /∈ SO(5))
is connected and compact, so exp : po(5) → PO(5) is surjective. Therefore, there exists
[Xh] ∈ po(5), such that [uh] = [exp(Xh)]. We define the loop γ([g], [h]) : R → PO(5) →֒
PGL5R as

γ([g], [h])(s) := [exp(sXh)ug] .
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We note that such one-parameter subgroups of PO(5) are periodic, so that γ([g], [h]) can
be equally defined with domain a compact interval. With this the possible inequivalent
multipliers of U are described by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.10. H2(PGL5R, U(1)) ∼= Z2, generated by the two inequivalent cocycles

ω+([g], [h]) = +1

and

ω−([g], [h]) =







+1 , if γ([g], [h]) is contractible ,

−1 , if γ([g], [h]) is not contractible ,

for all [g], [h] ∈ PGL5R. The multiplier ω− is well-defined, since contractibility of
γ([g], [h]) is independent from the choice of [Xh] ∈ po(5) in its construction.

Proof. PGL5R
∼= SL5R since −15×5 /∈ SL5R. Since SL5R is perfect, the universal

central extension yields the short exact sequence of groups [52, 53]

1 → H2(PGL5R,Z) ∼= π1(PGL5R) → PGL5R → PGL5R → 1 ,

with PGL5R the universal cover of PGL5R. The fundamental group is π1(PGL5R) ∼=
π1(SL5R) ∼= Z2. With H1(SL5R,Z) ∼= 0 since SL5R is perfect, we have by the universal
coefficient theorem

H2(PGL5R, U(1)) ∼= HomZ(H2(PGL5R,Z), U(1)) ∼= HomZ(Z2, U(1)) ∼= Z2 .

Generators can be chosen of the claimed topological type, since the loops γ generate
π1(PO(5)) ∼= π1(PGL5R) and PO(5) is compact.

In order to prove the independence of contractibility from the choice of [Xh], assume
there exist [X ′

h] ∈ po(5), such that [uh] = [exp(Xh)] = [exp(X ′
h)]. Let the loop γ([g], [h])

be defined as before using [Xh] and γ′([g], [h]) be defined analogously but using [X ′
h].

We construct a homotopy-equivalence γt([g], [h]) : R → PO(5), t ∈ [0, 1], between the
two loops. Set

γt([g], [h])(s) = [exp(s(tX ′
h + (1 − t)Xh))ug] .

The map γt([g], [h])(s) is continuous in t and s, and γ0([g], [h]) = γ([g], [h]), γ1([g], [h]) =
γ′([g], [h]). Therefore, γt([g], [h]) defines a homotopy-equivalence.

The multipliers of U coincide with the multipliers of the restriction of U to homoge-
neous Lorentz geometry structure groups, the Poincaré group or the full PGL5R, as the
following lemma shows. By a homogeneous Lorentz geometry we mean a deformation
of de Sitter geometry, i.e., a geometry of the form [g]∗G(4, 1) for some [g] ∈ PGL5R.

Lemma 3.11. Let O < PGL5R be of type O = Ad[g]PO(4, 1) or O = PO((1), (3, 1)) for
some [x] ∈ RP

4. Its cohomology group H2(O, U(1)) is generated by the ω± of Propo-
sition 3.10, continuously deforming the loop γ in the definition of ω− into a subgroup
PO(3) < PO((1), (3, 1)) or Ad[g]P(O(3) × 1) < Ad[g]PO(4, 1). If a projective unitary
PGL5R representation U has multiplier ωi upon restriction to O, i ∈ {+, −}, then U
has the same multiplier ωi on the full PGL5R, and vice versa.
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Proof. The second Lie algebra cohomology groups of Ad[g]po(4, 1) and po((1), (3, 1)) are
trivial,

H2(Ad[g]po(4, 1),R) ∼= H2(po(4, 1),R) ∼= H2(po((1), (3, 1)),R) ∼= 0 ,

such that

H2(Ad[g]PO(4, 1), U(1)) ∼= H2(PO(4, 1), U(1)) ∼= H2(PO((1), (3, 1)), U(1))
∼= π1(Ad[g]PO(4, 1)) ∼= π1(PO(4, 1)) ∼= π1(PO((1), (3, 1))) ∼= Z2

by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.10. The paths γ included
in the definition of ω− can be continuously deformed into the subgroup PO(3) <
PO((1), (3, 1)) or Ad[g]P(O(3)×1) < Ad[g]PO(4, 1), since any loop in PO(5) is homotopy-
equivalent to some loop in PO(3) and vice versa. Then the 2-cycles ω±, potentially de-
fined with deformed loops γ, generate the cohomology groups H2(Ad[g]PO(4, 1), U(1)),
H2(PO((1), (3, 1)), U(1)) and H2(PGL5R, U(1)), since these are entirely due to non-
trivial fundamental groups.

Assume a projective unitary representation V of O of any type as in the claim acts
on the Hilbert space H with multiplier ω− and U as in the claim has multiplier ω+.
There exist [g], [h] ∈ O such that γ([g], [h]) ⊂ O is not contractible, i.e., for these [g], [h]
we have ω−([g], [h]) = −1. On the other hand, ω+([g], [h]) = +1. Thus, V cannot be the
restriction of U to O; the multipliers need to agree. The same holds if V has multiplier
ω+ and U has multiplier ω−. The converse holds trivially, showing the claim.

This allows for the consistent classification of projective quantum fields into bosonic
and fermionic ones.

Definition 3.12. A projective quantum field Ô is bosonic if U has a multiplier equiv-
alent to the trivial multiplier ω+ and fermionic if U has a multiplier equivalent to ω−.

The Hilbert space H does not split into a non-trivial direct sum H+ ⊕ H−, where
U([g]) acting on H±, [g] ∈ PGL5R arbitrary, comes with multiplier ω±. Indeed, even if
U acts on a Hilbert space of the form H+ ⊕H−, it acts with the same multiplier on both
H+ and H−. Therefore, in the setting of projective quantum fields, the multipliers ω± of
PGL5R indeed label different superselection sectors, justifying the previous definition.

3.4 Composite and irreducible projective quantum fields

For the further classification of projective quantum fields, we construct composite and
irreducible projective quantum fields.

3.4.1 Composite projective quantum fields

Let Ô = (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) be a projective quantum field. Choose representa-

tives Ô([x]) of the field operators [Ô([x])] and let Ô∗
α([x]) : D∗ → D∗ be the dual field op-

erator to Ôα([x]). Denote by Ξ the anti-linear, bijective Riesz map D → D∗, v 7→ 〈v, ·〉
with inverse Ξ−1 : ϕ = 〈v, ·〉 7→ v. We often omit the map Ξ from notations.
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Definition 3.13. We call a projective quantum field (U ′, ρ′, {[Ô′([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) a

composite projective quantum field of Ô, if U ′ = U and representative field operators
Ô′([x]) can be chosen, such that there exist aγ,α1...αp,β1...βq

∈ C, p, q ∈ N:

Ô′
γ([x]) =

dim ρ
∑

α1,...,αp=1

dim ρ
∑

β1,...,βq=1

aγ,α1...αp,β1...βq
Ôα1([x]) ◦ . . . ◦ Ôαp

([x])

◦ Ξ−1 ◦ Ô∗
β1

([x]) ◦ . . . ◦ Ô∗
βq

([x]) ◦ Ξ (22)

for all [x] ∈ RP
4, γ = 1, . . . , dim ρ′. The [Ô′([x])] are called composite field operators.

Note that the coefficients aγ,α1...αp,β1...βq
∈ C in Eq. (22) are vastly restricted by the

generalized unitary transformation property (13) of projective quantum fields, which
both Ô and Ô′ obey.

Example 3.14. Define field operator representatives as

(Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q)α1...αp,β1...βq

:= Ôα1([x]) ◦ . . . ◦ Ôαp
([x]) ◦ Ξ−1 ◦ Ô∗

β1
([x]) ◦ . . . ◦ Ô∗

βq
([x]) ◦ Ξ ,

for all α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq ∈ {1, . . . , dim ρ}. The individual components provide linear
operator-valued tempered distributions on D, i.e., the Hilbert space remains the Hilbert
space of the original projective quantum field Ô, and the tensor products only encompass
the index structure corresponding to ρ. The field operators Ô(p, q; [x]) are equipped with
the finite-dimensional PGL5R representation ρ⊗p ⊗ (ρ∗)⊗q, where ρ∗ = (ρ−1)T is the
dual (contragredient) representation of ρ. We write

Ô⊗p ⊗ (Ô∗)⊗q := (U, ρ⊗p ⊗ (ρ∗)⊗q, {[Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) .

This is a composite projective quantum field of Ô.

The spin-statistics theorem has been proven for QFTs on Poincaré geometry [54]
under additional assumptions such as energy positivity. Translated into the present
framework, it connects quantum state statistics with the multipliers of the projective
representation U |PO((1),(3,1)). Only completely symmetric (anti-symmetric) quantum
states appear in the physical Hilbert space for bosons (fermions), which come with
integer spin (half-odd integer spin) Poincaré group representations. Based on algebraic
QFT, there are indications that the spin-statistics theorem can be extended to globally
hyperbolic space-times [55], which include the homogeneous Lorentz geometries of type
[g]∗G(4, 1). In this work we consider the spin-statistics relation for composite projective
quantum fields.

Definition 3.15. Let Ô′ be a composite projective quantum field of Ô with decom-
position (22) of the field operator representatives. It obeys spin-statistics, if for all
[x] ∈ RP

4, γ = 1, . . . , dim ρ′ and
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(i) Ô′ bosonic:

Ô′
γ([x]) =

1

p! q!

∑

π∈Sp

∑

π′∈Sq

dim ρ
∑

α1,...,αp=1

dim ρ
∑

β1,...,βq=1

aγ,α1...αp,β1...βq

× (Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q)π(α1)...π(αp),π′(β1)...π′(βq) ,

(ii) Ô′ fermionic:

Ô′
γ([x]) =

1

p! q!

∑

π∈Sp

∑

π′∈Sq

dim ρ
∑

α1,...,αp=1

dim ρ
∑

β1,...,βq=1

sgn(π)sgn(π′) aγ,α1...αp,β1...βq

× (Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q)π(α1)...π(αp),π′(β1)...π′(βq) ,

where Sp denotes the degree-p symmetric group. Else, it violates spin-statistics.

While spin is a property of the restricted projective representation U |PO((1),(3,1)), the
multipliers ω± appear for both the full PGL5R and PO((1), (3, 1)), and need to agree by
Lemma 3.11. Definition 3.15 thus provides a consistent formulation of the spin-statistics
relation for composite projective quantum fields without internal degrees of freedom. It
can be naturally extended to projective quantum fields acting on multi-particle Hilbert
spaces, which is beyond the present work. Theorem 3.23 (provided later) shows that
certain projective quantum fields obey spin-statistics in the sense of Definition 3.15.

3.4.2 Irreducible projective quantum fields

Projective quantum fields can be characterized according to irreducibility of the pgl5R

representation ρ̃ corresponding to the PGL5R representation ρ.

Definition 3.16. A projective quantum field Ô is irreducible, if ρ̃ is irreducible as a
pgl5R representation.

We consider Lie algebra instead of Lie group representations in Definition 3.16,
since the representation U is projective, which will allow for the consistent description
of for instance Dirac fermions via projective quantum fields. On the Lie algebra level,
Definition 3.16 coincides with the standard definition of irreducibility for Hilbert space
operators [56].

By the construction of projective quantum fields, ρ̃ is finite-dimensional. All finite-
dimensional, complex, irreducible representations of pgl5R

∼= sl5R are given by Schur
modules for a pair of Young diagrams. They are constructed from the fundamental
representation CP

4
pgl5R

, for which pgl5R acts on CP
4 via projective matrix multiplication.

We describe the related construction of partly symmetrized, partly anti-symmetrized
composite projective quantum fields, closely following the standard construction of
Schur modules [56–58]. We first do so for a general projective quantum field Ô =
(U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP

4}), subsequently specifying ρ further.
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For a given Young diagram λ = {λ1, . . . , λr}, λi ≥ λj if i < j, we denote by
#λ =

∑r
i=1 λi its number of boxes and by |λ| = r its number of rows. Let (λ, λ′) be

a pair of Young diagrams, λ = {λ1, . . . , λr}, λ′ = {λ′
1, . . . , λ′

r′} with #λ = p, #λ′ = q.
For the Young diagram λ equipped with the canonical numbering of the boxes,5 we
define subgroups of the degree-p symmetric group Sp:

Pλ = {π ∈ Sp | π preserves each row} ,

Qλ = {π ∈ Sp | π preserves each column} ,

analogously for λ′ and Sq. Elements π ∈ Sp, π′ ∈ Sq act on the components of (p, q)-
tensors of field operator representatives as

(Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q)α1...αp,β1...βq
7→ (Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q)π(α1)...π(αp),π′(β1)...π′(βq) .

We denote the corresponding action of (π, π′) on projective (p, q)-tensors of field oper-
ator representatives by eπ ⊗ e∗

π′ . Then we set

a(λ,λ′) :=
∑

(π,π′)∈Pλ×Pλ′

eπ ⊗ e∗
π′ , b(λ,λ′) :=

∑

(π,π′)∈Qλ×Qλ′

sgn(π) sgn(π′) · eπ ⊗ e∗
π′ .

The Young symmetrizer is defined as c(λ,λ′) = a(λ,λ′) ◦ b(λ,λ′). It corresponds to sym-
metrizing projective (p, q)-tensors of field operator representatives along rows of the
Young diagrams (λ, λ′) and anti-symmetrizing them along columns of (λ, λ′).

The field operators c(λ,λ′)([Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q]) come with the PGL5R represen-
tation ρ(λ,λ′), which is the usual Schur module construction applied to ρ for the pair

(λ, λ′). We define the projective Schur quantum field of Ô as

c(λ,λ′)(Ô) := (H′
(λ,λ′), (U, ρ(λ,λ′), {c(λ,λ′)([Ô([x])⊗p ⊗ Ô∗([x])⊗q]) | [x] ∈ RP

4}) ,

which is a composite projective quantum field of Ô. It is irreducible, if ρ̃ = CP
4
pgl5R

,

such that ρ̃(λ,λ′) = CP
4
(λ,λ′) is the usual complex pgl5R module for the pair (λ, λ′) and

therefore irreducible. In this case we write ÔSchur
(λ,λ′) := c(λ,λ′)(Ô).

Example 3.17. Consider projective (2, 0)-tensors of field operator representatives and
ρ̃ = CP

4
pgl5R

. Consider the Young diagrams

λ = 1 2 , λ′ = ∅ .

Then
[ÔSchur

(λ,λ′)([x])] = [(Ôα1([x])Ôα2([x]) + Ôα2([x])Ôα1([x]))α1,α2 ] ,

and ρ̃(λ,λ′) = P(C5 ⊙̃C5)pgl5R. If

λ =
1

2
, λ′ = ∅ ,

5The canonical numbering is first along the boxes corresponding to λ1, then λ2 and so forth. Young
tableaux other than the canonical one result in isomorphic pgl5R representations [58].
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then
[ÔSchur

(λ,λ′)([x])] = [(Ôα1([x])Ôα2([x]) − Ôα2([x])Ôα1([x]))α1,α2] ,

which comes with ρ̃(λ,λ′) = P(C5 ∧̃C5)pgl5R. For [X] ∈ pgl5R with X its unique trace
zero representative, the representations P(C5 ⊙̃C5)pgl5R and P(C5 ∧̃C5)pgl5R are given
by P(X ⊗ X) acting on P(C5 ⊙C

5) and P(C5 ∧C
5) via projective matrix multiplication

on both factors, respectively.

Lemma 3.18. A projective quantum field Ô = (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) is irre-

ducible, if and only if ρ̃ = CP
4
(λ,λ′) for a pair of Young diagrams (λ, λ′). If |λ|, |λ′| = 5,

then CP
4
(λ,λ′) is the trivial representation of pgl5R, and if |λ| ≥ 6 or |λ′| ≥ 6, then

CP
4
(λ,λ′) ≡ 0, contradicting the dim ρ 6= 0 assumption for projective quantum fields.

Proof. The statements follow with pgl5R
∼= sl5R from the standard classification of

finite-dimensional, complex, irreducible representations of sl5R [56, 58].

Lemma 3.18 implies that with regard to the finite-dimensional representation ρ, all
irreducible projective quantum fields are of the form of projective Schur quantum fields.
If Lemma 3.18 applies, we write the projective quantum field Ô as Ô(λ,λ′). Providing

further examples, many composite projective quantum fields of Ô decompose into the
irreducible projective Schur quantum fields of Ô.

Proposition 3.19. All composite projective quantum fields Ô′ = (U, ρ′, {[Ô′([x])] | [x] ∈
RP

4}) of Ô = (U,CP4
PGL5R

, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) decompose into direct sums of pro-

jective Schur quantum fields of Ô, i.e., there are multiplicities n(λ,λ′) ∈ N and represen-

tatives Ô′([x]) of [Ô′([x])], such that

ρ′ ∼=
⊕

λ,λ′

#λ=p,#λ′=q

n(λ,λ′)ρ(λ,λ′)

and for all [x] ∈ RP
4:

Ô′([x]) =
∑

λ,λ′

#λ=p,#λ′=q

n(λ,λ′)Ô
Schur
(λ,λ′)([x]) ,

where (p, q) is as in the decomposition (22).

Proof. The finite-dimensional complex representation ρ̃′ of pgl5R
∼= sl5R is reducible

and decomposes into a direct sum of the irreducible pgl5R representations CP
4
(λ,λ′) [56,

58]. The Lie group representation ρ′ decomposes analogously to ρ̃′, since ρ = CP
4
PGL5R

.
Hence, due to the generalized unitary transformation behavior (13) the composite field
operator representatives Ô′ decompose as well, in agreement with the decomposition
of ρ̃′. Since the Ô′([x]) are composite field operators of Ô, their decomposition is into
projective Schur quantum fields of Ô.
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Obeying spin-statistics manifests for irreducible projective quantum fields as follows.

Proposition 3.20. Let Ô(λ,λ′) be an irreducible projective quantum field, which obeys
spin-statistics. Then

(i) for Ô(λ,λ′) bosonic both λ and λ′ consist of a single row, or

(ii) for Ô(λ,λ′) fermionic both λ and λ′ consist of a single column.

Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.18 together with Defini-
tion 3.15.

3.5 Poincaré-irreducibility

The behavior of field operators under Poincaré transformations is of particular interest
for QFTs formulated on Poincaré geometry. Fundamental quantum fields on Poincaré
geometry are typically constructed by demanding that they transform irreducibly under
Poincaré transformations.

Definition 3.21. A projective quantum field Ô = (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) is

Poincaré-irreducible, if U |PO((1),(3,1)) is irreducible as a projective unitary PO((1), (3, 1))

representation. The tuple (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) is translation-invariant with re-

spect to ρ, if for all [x] ∈ RP
4, t ∈ R4:

[ρ([(0, t)])Ô([x])] = [Ô([x])] ,

where [(0, t)] ∈ PGL5R is defined by Eq. (2).

Poincaré-irreducibility is defined with respect to U , since translations on X((1), (3, 1))
can act non-trivially on the space-time arguments of field operators, even if Ô is
translation-invariant with respect to ρ.

We can classify projective quantum fields, which are both irreducible in the sense
of Definition 3.16 (ρ̃ irreducible as a pgl5R representation) and Poincaré-irreducible.
For this we construct certain restricted projective quantum fields. Given a projective
quantum field Ô, we set

Ψ̂ = (U, ρ, {[Ψ̂([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) ,

where the components of the representatives Ψ̂([x]) are given by Ψ̂α([x]) = Ôα([x]) for

α /∈ J or Ψ̂α([x]) = 0 for α ∈ J . The index set J ⊂ {1, . . . , dim ρ} is defined, such that

Ψ̂ is translation-invariant with respect to ρ and J has minimal cardinality. The field
operators Ψ̂([x]) are well-defined this way, based on Lemma 3.25 as provided later. We

define the restriction of Ψ̂ to a geometry such as G((1), (3, 1)) as in Definition 3.1. If

Ô = Ô(λ,λ′) is irreducible, we write Ψ̂ = Ψ̂(λ,λ′).
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Example 3.22. Consider the irreducible projective quantum field Ô(�,∅). Its field op-

erators are of the form [Ô(�,∅)([x])] = [Ô(�,∅),1([x]), . . . , Ô(�,∅),5([x])]. We have

[Ψ̂(�,∅)([x])] = [0, Ô(�,∅),2([x]), . . . , Ô(�,∅),5([x])] .

Analogously to the construction of the field operators [ÔSchur
(λ,λ′)([x])] of a projective Schur

quantum field from [Ô(�,∅)([x])] as detailed in Section 3.4.2, we define [Ψ̂Schur
(λ,λ′)([x])] from

[Ψ̂(�,∅)([x])]. We set

Ψ̂Schur
(λ,λ′) := (U, ρ(λ,λ′), {[Ψ̂Schur

(λ,λ′)([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) ,

where ρ̃(λ,λ′) = CP
4
(λ,λ′). Upon restriction to Poincaré geometry G((1), (3, 1)), the set

{[Ψ̂Schur
(λ,λ′)([x])] | [x] ∈ X((1), (3, 1))}

fulfils the unitary transformation property (14), such that Ψ̂Schur
(λ,λ′)|G((1),(3,1)) defines a

restricted projective quantum field.

We can characterize irreducible, Poincaré-irreducible projective quantum fields as
follows, which provides one of the main results of this work.

Theorem 3.23. Fermionic, irreducible, Poincaré-irreducible projective quantum fields
behave under Poincaré transformations as Dirac fermions and obey spin-statistics. If
they are bosonic, they behave under Poincaré transformations as scalar or vector bosons,
but violate spin-statistics as composite projective quantum fields.

The proof of this theorem makes use of two more technical results, which we state
and prove first. For column-only λ, λ′, the field operators [Ψ̂(λ,λ′)([x])] transform under
Poincaré transformations as specified by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.24. Assume both λ, λ′ consist of a single column. Then the Poincaré
transformation [(Λ, t)] ∈ PO((1), (3, 1)) acts on the field operators [Ψ̂(λ,λ′)([x])] for [x] ∈
X((1), (3, 1)) as follows:

(i) for Ψ̂(λ,∅) and Ψ̂(∅,λ) with #λ ∈ {0, 4} via the (0, 0) (scalar) representation, with
#λ ∈ {1, 3} via the (1/2, 0) ⊕ (0, 1/2) (Dirac fermion) representation, and with
#λ = 2 via the (1/2, 1/2) (vector) representation (the half-integer pairs indicating
the spin of the Poincaré group representations),

(ii) for Ψ̂(λ,λ′) = Ψ̂(λ,∅) ⊗ Ψ̂(∅,λ′) via the tensor product of the PO((1), (3, 1)) represen-
tations of the two factors.

If any #λ, #λ′ ≥ 5, the corresponding field operators are all zero.
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Proof. Translations [(0, t)] act by construction only on the space-time arguments of

the [Ψ̂(λ,λ′)([x])]. Lorentz transformations [(Λ, 0)] can act non-trivially via ρ(λ,λ′). On
Lie algebra level, the action of the complexification o(3, 1)C ∼= sl2C ⊕ sl2C is to be

considered. We note that ˜∧n
(0⊕C2 ⊕C

2
)0⊕sl2C⊕sl2C

∼= ˜∧n
(C2 ⊕C

2
)sl2C⊕sl2C, where C

2

sl2C

is the complex conjugate of the fundamental representation C2
sl2C

. Exterior powers of
direct sums of Lie algebra representations decompose by basic module theory as

˜∧n
(V ⊕ W ) ∼=

n
⊕

p=0

˜∧p
V ⊗̃ ˜∧n−p

W ,

such that

˜∧n
(

C
2
sl2C

⊕ C
2

sl2C

)

∼=
n
⊕

p=0

˜∧p
C

2
sl2C

⊗̃ ˜∧n−p
C

2

sl2C
.

We have that
∧0C2

sl2C
∼=
∧2C2

sl2C
∼= C is the trivial representation and

∧pC2 ∼= 0 for
p ≥ 3 is trivial as a vector space, which yields the claim.

Lemma 3.25. Let Ô(λ,λ′) = (U, ρ(λ,λ′), {[Ô(λ,λ′)([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
4}) be an irreducible

projective quantum field, which is Poincaré-irreducible. Then,

Ô(λ,λ′)|G((1),(3,1)) = Ψ̂(λ,λ′)|G((1),(3,1))

for a pair (λ, λ′) of column-only Young diagrams, where one of the Young diagrams
λ, λ′ must be empty. Ô(λ,λ′) is fermionic (bosonic), if and only if #λ + #λ′ is uneven
(even).

Proof. Let p := #λ and q := #λ′, and set

[(0, t̃)] := p

(

0
t̃ 04×4

)

∈ po((1), (3, 1))

which describes a translation in X((1), (3, 1)) on Lie algebra level, t̃ ∈ R4. Complexified
translations act analogously. Ô(λ,λ′) needs to be translation-invariant with respect to
ρ(λ,λ′) by Poincaré-irreducibility, since the projective unitary irreducible representation
of the Poincaré group PO((1), (3, 1)) are induced from the Lorentz group O(3, 1) as the
corresponding little group. By the construction of ρ(λ,λ′), the components Ô(λ,λ′),α([x]) of
the field operator representatives can be equivalently indexed by α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq =
1, . . . , 5 for some p, q ∈ N instead of α (analogously to (p, q)-tensors), which obey partial
symmetry, partial anti-symmetry upon permutations, as dictated by λ, λ′. We choose
the index ordering, such that pgl5R-elements act via matrix multiplication with respect
to each of the indices α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq. The demanded triviality of the translation

action requires Ô(λ,λ′),α1...αp,β1...βq
([x]) = 0 for all [x] ∈ X((1), (3, 1)), whenever at least

one of the indices α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq is 1. Therefore, Ô|G((1),(3,1)) = Ψ̂(λ,λ′)|G((1),(3,1)),

such that Ψ̂ is translation-invariant with respect to ρ(λ,λ′).
We next verify Poincaré-irreducibility with respect to Lorentz transformations. We

set

[(Λ̃, 0)] := p

(

0

Λ̃

)

∈ po((1), (3, 1))
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for Λ̃ ∈ o(3, 1) and note that ρ̃(�,∅)([(Λ̃, 0)]) acts on elements of the space

C := {[0, c1, . . . , c4] 6= [0] | cµ ∈ C} ⊂ CP
4

as for a Dirac fermion via the massive spin (1/2, 0) ⊕ (0, 1/2) Poincaré representation,

see Proposition 3.24. This describes also the action of ρ̃(�,∅)([(Λ̃, 0)]) on [Ψ̂(�,∅)([x])] and
takes the equivalence of ρ̃ as a complex pgl5R representation with the corresponding
pgl5C representation into account.

The general representations ρ̃(λ,λ′) are constructed via Young symmetrization and
dualization from ρ̃(�,∅). The Lie subalgebra p(0 ⊕ gl4R) acts irreducibly on the Schur
module C(λ,λ′) of C via ρ̃(λ,λ′). Restricting to the Lorentz subalgebra p(0 ⊕ o(3, 1)),
the ρ̃(λ,λ′)|p(0⊕o(3,1)) act not necessarily irreducibly on C(λ,λ′). Let λ/µ be the sum of
those Young diagrams ν for which ν · µ (the product of Young diagrams describing
the corresponding tensor product of representations) contains multiples of λ upon its
decomposition into Schur modules. Define the formal sum

∆ = 1 + + + + . . . .

The branching rule for general GLnR ↓ O(n) [57, 59] can be applied, since glnR
∼= p(0⊕

glnR) and o(n) ∼= p(0 ⊕ o(n)) as Lie algebras. This yields the following decomposition
of the restriction of ρ̃(λ,λ′) to p(0⊕o(3, 1)) into irreducible p(0⊕o(3, 1)) representations:

ρ̃(λ,λ′)|p(0⊕o(3,1))
∼= ρ̃

p(0⊕o(3,1))
(λ/∆,λ′/∆)

= ρ̃
p(0⊕o(3,1))
(λ/∆,∅) ⊗̃ ρ̃

p(0⊕o(3,1))
(∅,λ′/∆)

=
(

ρ̃
p(0⊕o(3,1))
(λ,∅) ⊕ ρ̃

p(0⊕o(3,1))
(λ/{2},∅) ⊕ ρ̃

p(0⊕o(3,1))
(λ/{4},∅) ⊕ . . .

)

⊗̃
(

ρ̃
p(0⊕o(3,1))
(∅,λ′) ⊕ ρ̃

p(0⊕o(3,1))
(∅,λ′/{2}) ⊕ ρ̃

p(0⊕o(3,1))
(∅,λ′/{4}) ⊕ . . .

)

, (23)

where the representations on the right-hand side denote Young-symmetrized, complex
tensor product representations of p(0 ⊕ o(3, 1)) y C, which are equivalent to those
constructed from p(0 ⊕ o(3, 1))C y C. That is, they are given by p(0 ⊕ o(3, 1))C acting
via matrix multiplication on each of the tensor product factors in

C(λ/∆,λ′/∆) = (C(λ,∅) ⊕ C(λ/{2},∅) ⊕ C(λ/{4},∅) ⊕ . . .)

⊗ (C(∅,λ′) ⊕ C(∅,λ′/{2}) ⊕ C(∅,λ′/{4}) ⊕ . . .) .

The representation ρ̃(λ,λ′)|p(0⊕o(3,1)) comes from a Poincaré-irreducible projective quan-
tum field, if and only if the decomposition (23) on the right-hand side is into a single
tensor product and not a sum of them. This is the case, if and only if λ and λ′ are empty
or consist of columns only, such that λ/{2}, λ′/{2}, λ/{4}, λ′/{4}, · · · = ∅. Moreover, if
both λ, λ′ 6= ∅, then ρ̃(λ,λ′)|p(0⊕o(3,1)) is again reducible, since in that case direct sums of
the different spin representations appear in the direct sum decomposition of the tensor
product of spin representations. Therefore, one of λ, λ′ must be empty.

The last statement on #λ + #λ′ is a consequence of Proposition 3.24 together with
the classification of irreducible Poincaré group representations. To see this, denote
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by s(λ) the total spin of the representation ρ̃(λ,∅)|p(0⊕o(3,1)), i.e., s(λ) = 0 for the (0, 0)
representation, s(λ) = 1/2 for the (1/2, 0)⊕(0, 1/2) representation and s(λ) = 1 for the
(1/2, 1/2) representation. The Poincaré Lie algebra representation ρ̃(λ,λ′)|po((1),(3,1)) has
total spin s(λ)+s(λ′), as can be seen with the Littlewood-Richardson rule to decompose
the tensor product

ρ̃(λ,λ′)|po((1),(3,1)) = ρ̃(λ,∅)|po((1),(3,1)) ⊗̃ ρ̃(∅,λ′)|po((1),(3,1)) .

By the classification of the irreducible projective unitary representations of the Poincaré
group [43], a fermionic multiplier of U is consistent with the spin of ρ̃(λ,λ′)|po((1),(3,1)), if
and only if s(λ) + s(λ′) is a half-integer. Explicit computation with Proposition 3.24
yields that this is the case, if and only if #λ+#λ′ is uneven. The same argument leads
to the claim for a bosonic multiplier of U for #λ + #λ′ even.

The proof of Theorem 3.23 is now straight-forward.

Proof of Theorem 3.23. By Lemma 3.25, irreducible, Poincaré-irreducible projective
quantum fields are upon restriction to Poincaré geometry by of the form Ψ̂(λ,λ′)|G((1),(3,1))

for column-only Young diagrams λ, λ′ with the additional constraints that one of λ, λ′

must be empty. In the fermionic case #λ + #λ′ must be uneven, in the bosonic case
even. The application of Propositions 3.20 and 3.24 then yields the claim.

A corollary of Theorem 3.23 finally characterizes Ψ̂|G((1),(3,1)) as restricted projective
quantum fields.

Corollary 3.26. Constructed from an arbitrary projective quantum field Ô, Ψ̂|G((1),(3,1))

is a restricted projective quantum field.

Proof. Any finite-dimensional, complex PGL5R representation ρ is reducible, factor-
ing through a finite-dimensional representation of PGL5R. The proof of Lemma 3.25
shows the claim for the irreducible representations ρ(λ,λ′). Therefore, it holds also for

Ψ̂ constructed from arbitrary projective quantum fields Ô.

4 Further questions

This work provided an axiomatic formulation of projective quantum fields on subge-
ometries of four-dimensional real projective geometry. It has been based upon their well
behavior under geometry deformations and limits. The setting also allowed us to show
that all projective correlators and their expectation values remain well-defined under
such geometry transformations, even if their support can shift to space-time boundaries
and other lower-dimensional space-time subspaces. We explored a range of structural
properties of projective quantum fields and related the framework to more traditional
formulations of quantum fields on e.g. Poincaré geometry.

The results of this work suggest a few further questions:
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• Based on the absence of coordinate singularities, the description of space-time
geometries as subgeometries of four-dimensional real projective geometry appears
mathematically beneficial compared to the more common description of homoge-
neous space-time geometries and their deformations and limits via contractions.
Arguing in favor of conjugacy limits, they appear naturally from canonical con-
structions in the framework of geometries, which is in contrast to contractions.
From the viewpoint of representation theory, the related Chabauty topology pro-
vides a natural setting to describe limits of subgroups and their representations.
Can one provide further, more physically motivated arguments in favor of conju-
gacy limits?

• The well behavior of projective quantum fields under geometry limits also mo-
tivates the potential usability of projective quantum fields in holographic corre-
spondences such as the AdS/CFT correspondence, which rest upon suitable maps
between bulk and boundary fields. It appears worthwhile to investigate in how
far geometry limits of projective quantum fields can at least partly provide such
maps as well as new insights into e.g. the Poincaré limit of holographic correspon-
dences. In this regard, we note that projective geometry techniques have already
been shown to facilitate the computation of boundary fields, see e.g. [25, 26].

• Can the consideration of the asymptotic behavior of more common QFTs such
as quantum electrodynamics yield insights into the physicality of the projective
geometry setting explored in this work?

• The definition of projective quantum fields did not implement global hyperbolicity
of space-times, causality preservation or a variant of the spectrum condition.
How can these properties, which provide essential ingredients of the mathematical
formulation of QFTs, be consistently incorporated into the general framework of
this work?

• The presented framework rests upon the homogeneity of space-time geometries.
Yet, continuity under geometry deformations implies that small geometry de-
formations alter projective correlators only little. We thus expect our results to
hold approximately also for inhomogeneous space-times, if deformations are small.
Proximity can be defined via the structure groups with respect to available metrics
on the space of closed subgroups of PGL5R [33]. What is a more general, suitable
description of projective quantum fields on inhomogeneous, curved space-time
geometries generalizing the one given in this work?

• For composite projective quantum fields, Theorem 3.23 indicates that the spin-
statistics relation can at least partly be understood based on representation the-
ory. How far can a generalization of this go?

Addressing these questions could shed further light onto non-trivial physical impli-
cations of the mathematical constructions put forward in this work.
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Appendices

A Proofs for the relation between conjugacy limits

and contractions

This appendix provides the proofs of Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. We often omit the
explicit notation of projective equivalence classes.

A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.4

To prove Lemma 2.4 we first show two propositions.

Proposition A.1. The maximal Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra h with commutator
[·, ·], which is invariant under contraction along a subalgebra t of h, is isomorphic to a
sum of t and an Abelian subalgebra s of h with [t, s] ⊂ s. The sum is not necessarily
direct.

Proof. Let h′ with commutator [·, ·]′ denote the contraction of h along t, and tc be the
vector space complement of t: Vec(h) = Vec(t) ⊕ Vec(tc). Clearly, t is a subalgebra of
h and h′, which remains invariant under the contraction along itself.

Assume there exists a vector subspace s ⊂ tc, such that the sum t + s = (Vec(t) ⊕
Vec(s), [·, ·]) is invariant under the contraction. By the definition of a contraction, we
have for X ∈ t, Y ∈ s: [X, Y ]′ = [X, Y ] if and only if [X, Y ] ∈ tc or [X, Y ] = 0. Thus,
for t+s to be a subalgebra we need [X, Y ] ∈ s for X ∈ t, Y ∈ s, since (t+s)∩tc = s. For
this we also require that for all X, Y ∈ s: [X, Y ]′ = [X, Y ] by the demanded invariance
under the contraction. By the contraction definition, we find for such X, Y : [X, Y ]′ = 0,
i.e., [X, Y ] = 0, such that s must be an Abelian subalgebra.

Let H denote a Lie group with Lie algebra h and restrict to the indefinite orthogonal
groups or deformations or conjugacy limits of such. For the KBH decomposition
of PGLmR this implies that B is the subgroup of diagonal projective matrices, K a
maximal compact subgroup [3]. Let bn = exp(nXb) ∈ B and l be the conjugacy limit of
h via bn for n → ∞. We have the limit decomposition l = z ⊕ n+ [3] with subalgebras

z = {X ∈ h | [Xb, X] = 0} , n+ = {X ∈ pglmR | lim
n→∞

exp(−nXb)X exp(nXb) = 0} .
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By definition, z is the maximal subalgebra of h, which is invariant under the conjugacy
limit via bn.

Proposition A.2. We use the notation from the proof of Proposition A.1. Assume the
contracted algebra h′ and the conjugacy limit algebra l are isomorphic. If there exists
no non-trivial Lie algebra morphism from the radical of h′ into h, then the subalgebra t

of the contraction h → h′ must be isomorphic to z.

Proof. By Proposition A.1, the maximal subalgebra of h, which is invariant under the
contraction along t, is isomorphic to t+s for an Abelian subalgebra s ⊂ tc with [t, s] ⊂ s.
We have [tc, s]′ = 0 due to the contraction definition, such that [h′, s]′ ⊂ s and s is an
Abelian ideal in h′. We can Levi-decompose h′ = rad(h′) ⊕ h′

ss, where rad(h′) denotes
the radical of h′ and h′

ss is semi-simple. Thus, s ⊂ rad(h′). If there exists no non-trivial
Lie algebra morphism rad(h′) → h, we have s = {0}.

For h′ and l to be isomorphic, the corresponding maximal invariant subalgebras of h
must be isomorphic (invariance once under the contraction, once under the conjugacy
limit), such that t ∼= z.

Proof of Lemma 2.4. The invariant subalgebra of po(m) for the conjugacy limit via
bn = P diag(1, exp(n), . . . , exp((m − 1)n)) is trivial: z = {0}. We assume there exists
a Lie algebra h′ ∼= po((1), . . . , (1)) which arises as a contraction of po(m) along some
subalgebra t ⊂ po(m). Due to h′ = rad(h′), there is an isomorphism η : rad(h′) →
po((1), . . . , (1)). As vector spaces, po((1), . . . , (1)) and po(m) are isomorphic, but not
as Lie algebras for m ≥ 3: the former is nilpotent, the latter simple. There exists
no non-trivial Lie algebra morphism po((1), . . . , (1)) → po(m), thus also none of the
form h′ → po(m). The subalgebra t must be isomorphic to z by Proposition A.2, hence
trivial. Therefore, for all X, Y ∈ h′ the contracted commutators are trivial: [X, Y ]′ = 0.
The Lie algebra h′ is Abelian, while po((1), . . . , (1)) is non-Abelian for m ≥ 3, which is
a contradiction. No isomorphism between them exists.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 2.5

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.5.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Instead of po(p, q) we first consider po(m) for m = p + q, which
is formed by the fixed points of the Cartan involution, i.e., those X ∈ pglmR with
X = θ(X) = −XT . Let bn ∈ B be of the form bn,ii/bn,(i+1)(i+1) = 1 for all n if i /∈ S
and bn,ii/bn,(i+1)(i+1) → 0 for n → ∞ if i ∈ S, where S ⊂ {1, . . . , m − 1}. The claim
for po(p, q) and general sequences bn ∈ PGLmR follows as detailed at the end of the
proof. We set s = #S and denote the l-th smallest integer in S by il. Then there exist
matrices b(l)

n ∈ B, such that

bn = b(s)
n · b(s−1)

n · . . . · b(1)
n

with b
(l)
n,ii/b

(l)
n,(i+1)(i+1) = 1 for all n if i 6= il and b

(l)
n,ii/b

(l)
n,(i+1)(i+1) → 0 for n → ∞ if i = il.

We denote the conjugacy limit of the Lie algebra po(m) ⊂ pglmR via the sequence
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b(l)
n · b(l−1)

n · . . . · b(1)
n for n → ∞ by ol and note that os = o′ is the conjugacy limit of

po(m) via bn.
We show by induction in l that each ol is isomorphic to a composition of l contrac-

tions of po(m). We begin with l = 1 and note that o1 = z1 ⊕ n+,1 [3] for the invariant
subalgebra z1 = p(o(i1) ⊕ o(m − i1)) and

n+,1 = p

(

0
R(m−i1)×i1 0

)

,

which is an Abelian ideal in o1, since commutators of z1- with n+,1-elements read

P

[(

X 0
0 X ′

)

,

(

0 0
Y 0

)]

= P

(

0 0
X ′Y − Y X 0

)

and are again in n+,1. We contract po(m) along z1, which yields the contracted Lie
algebra h1 with commutator [·, ·]1. Explicitly, we find for X1, X2 ∈ o(i1), X ′

1, X ′
2 ∈

o(m − i1) and Y1, Y2 ∈ R(m−i1)×i1 :

P

[(

X1 0
0 X ′

1

)

,

(

X2 0
0 X ′

2

)]

1

= P

[(

X1 0
0 X ′

1

)

,

(

X2 0
0 X ′

2

)]

= P

(

[X1, X2] 0
0 [X ′

1, X ′
2]

)

, (24a)

P

[(

X1 0
0 X ′

1

)

,

(

0 −Y T
1

Y1 0

)]

1

= P

[(

X1 0
0 X ′

1

)

,

(

0 −Y T
1

Y1 0

)]

= P

(

0 Y T
1 X ′

1 − X1Y
T

1

X ′
1Y1 − Y1X1 0

)

, (24b)

P

[(

0 −Y T
1

Y1 0

)

,

(

0 −Y T
2

Y2 0

)]

1

= 0 , (24c)

where Xi = θ(Xi), X ′
i = θ(X ′

i). We define the map σ1 : h1 → o1,

σ1

(

P

(

X1 −Y T
1

Y1 X ′
1

))

:= P

(

X1 0
Y1 X ′

1

)

,

which is a vector space isomorphism with inverse

σ−1
1

(

P

(

X1 0
Y1 X ′

1

))

= P

(

X1 −Y T
1

Y1 X ′
1

)

. (25)

Comparing the contracted commutators (24a) to (24c) with the matrix commutators
of o1, we see that σ1 is a Lie algebra morphism, so that o1 and h1 are isomorphic as Lie
algebras.

For the induction step, suppose we have an isomorphism σl : hl → ol. Using σl, we
construct an isomorphism σl+1 : hl+1 → ol+1. Denote the commutator of hl by [·, ·]l
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and set jl = il − il−1, j1 = i1. The Lie algebra ol+1 is the conjugacy limit of ol via the
sequence b(l+1)

n for n → ∞ and therefore has the form

ol+1 = p



















o(j1)
R

j2×j1 o(j2)
...

...
. . .

Rjl+1×j1 Rjl+1×j2 · · · o(jl+1) 0
R(m−il+1)×j1 R(m−il+1)×j2 · · · R(m−il+1)×jl+1 o(m − il+1)



















.

We define a subalgebra of both ol and ol+1 as

ll+1 = p



















o(j1)
Rj2×j1 o(j2)

...
...

. . .

Rjl+1×j1 Rjl+1×j2 · · · o(jl+1) 0
0 0 · · · 0 o(m − il+1)



















.

Restricting the isomorphism σl to the preimage of ll+1 yields an isomorphism onto ll+1.
We contract hl along

tl = {X ∈ hl | Ad
b

(l+1)
n

X = X ∀n} ,

which we write as the Lie algebra hl+1 with commutator [·, ·]l+1. In the image of σl, the
map Ad

b
(l+1)
n

leaves exactly the elements of ll+1 invariant, such that the preimage of ll+1

is σ−1
l (ll+1) = tl. We define a map σl+1 : hl+1 → ol+1 as follows: set σl+1|tl = σl|tl and

for X ∈ R(m−il+1)×il , Y ∈ R(m−il+1)×jl+1 :

σl+1





P







0
0 0 −Y T

X Y 0











 := P







0
0 0 0
X Y 0





 , (26)

which is a vector space isomorphism with inverse similar to Eq. (25). The complement
lcl+1 of ll+1 in ol+1 is formed by matrices of the right-hand side form of Eq. (26). Before
the conjugacy limit of ol via b(l+1)

n , note that matrix commutators of two matrices in
ll+1 ⊂ ol are invariant under Ad

b
(l+1)
n

for all n. Considering the limit algebra ol+1, the
matrix commutator of two matrices in lcl+1 equates to zero, and those of ol+1- with
lcl+1-elements are in lcl+1. Comparing with the construction of hl+1, σl+1 is thus a Lie
algebra morphism, such that hl+1

∼= ol+1.
To summarize the inductive argument, we have the commutative diagram

po(m) h1 h2 · · · hs

po(m) o1 o2 · · · os = o′

contr.
along z1

contr.
along t1

σ1 ∼

contr.
along t2

σ2 ∼

contr.
along ts−1

σs ∼

limn→∞ Ad
b
(1)
n

limn→∞ Ad
b
(2)
n

limn→∞ Ad
b
(3)
n

limn→∞ Ad
b
(s)
n

,

where all vertical arrows are isomorphisms of Lie algebras.
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Conjugation of both hs and os = o′ by elements in the maximal compact subgroup
K < PGLmR is an isomorphism. Thus, hs and os are isomorphic for all sequences
bn ∈ PGLmR = KB PO(p, q), since sequences in B are up to left multiplication with
sequences in K and coordinate permutations of the form specified at the beginning
of the proof, see e.g. the proof of Thm. 1.1 in [3]. All conjugacy limits of po(m) via
sequences in PGLmR are therefore isomorphic to the composition of a finite number of
contractions.

Lie algebras of the indefinite orthogonal groups are of the form

po(p, q) = {X ∈ pglmR | σ(θ(X)) = X} ,

where σ(Y ) = JY J−1 with J = −1p×p ⊕1q×q. There exists a set of generators of po(m),
which after suitable sign changes generate po(p, q); similar sign changes occur for their
commutators. Still, for Y ∈ po(p, q) the off-diagonal elements Yij, i 6= j, are uniquely
determined by the transposed elements Yji. Hence, analogously to the σl for conjugacy
limits of po(m), isomorphisms σ′

l can be constructed, which respect the necessary sign
changes as we exchange po(m) for po(p, q). The proof of the claim for po(m) hence
applies also to the more general po(p, q).

B Projective representations and conjugacy limits

B.1 A commutative diagram for conjugacy limits

Let G be a Lie group and H < G a closed Lie subgroup. While G = PGLmR for
m = 5 suffices for our purposes, we keep the statements of this appendix general. We
denote the space of invertible linear operators on the Hilbert space H by GL(H) and
let U : G → GL(H) be a projective complex representation of G on H. We have the
following lemma.

Lemma B.1. For L a conjugacy limit of H in G and U a projective complex represen-
tation of G, the diagram

limn→∞ Adbn
: H L

[

limn→∞ AdU(bn)

]

: U(H) [U(L)]

U [U ]

commutes, where [U(L)] denotes equivalence classes modulo U(1) prefactors.

By virtue of Lemma B.1, limits of projective representations within an ambient
projective representation are the same as projective representations of limits up to
limits of multipliers. For its proof we first show two propositions.

Proposition B.2. Let L be a conjugacy limit of H in G. Then U(L) is up to multi-
plication by the multiplier of U a conjugacy limit of U(H) in U(G).
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Proof. Let bn ∈ G be a sequence, such that bnHb−1
n converges geometrically to the

closed subgroup L < G. Consider g ∈ L and h̃n = bnhnb−1
n ∈ bnHb−1

n with h̃n → g for
n → ∞. Then [U(h̃n)] = [U(bn)U(hn)U(bn)−1] for all n and U(h̃n) → U(g) ∈ U(L) by
continuity of U . Every accumulation point of h̃n lies in L, so every accumulation point
of U(h̃n) lies in U(L). Indeed, U(L) is a conjugacy limit of U(H) in U(G) up to (limits
of) multipliers of U .

Chabauty topology is the subspace topology on the set C(G) of closed subgroups
of G. C(G) with the Chabauty topology is a compact Hausdorff topological space, see
e.g. [3, 34, 36]. In general, a subgroup L < G is a conjugacy limit of H < G via a
sequence bn ∈ G, if and only if Hn = bnHb−1

n → L in the Chabauty topology [3]. This
leads to the following proposition.

Proposition B.3. Every conjugacy limit of U(H) in U(G) is of the form U(L) for a
unique conjugacy limit L of H in G, up to limits of multipliers of U .

Proof. Denote the multiplier of U by ω. Let U ′ be a conjugacy limit of U(H) in U(G).
Then, any U(g) ∈ U ′ is the limit of some sequence U(h′

n) ∈ U(bn)U(H)U(bn)−1 with

U(h′
n) = U(bn)U(hn)U(bn)−1 = ω(bn, hn)ω(bnhn, b−1

n )U(h̃n)

for bn ∈ G, hn ∈ H , h̃n := bnhnb−1
n . Assume that U is faithful. Then, given that

U(h′
n) → U(g) in U(G), we obtain h̃n → g. The same argument applies to accumulation

points of U(h′
n) ∈ U(G), which come from accumulation points of the sequence h̃n ∈ G.

Thus, bnHb−1
n converges to a conjugacy limit L < G. The set C(G) of closed subgroups

equipped with the Chabauty topology being Hausdorff, limits are unique. Therefore,
[U ′] = [U(L)] for a limit L of H in G.

The case of a non-faithful projective representation U remains. Let ker(U) 6= {1}
be the non-trivial kernel of U , which is a normal closed subgroup of G, such that we
obtain the exact sequence of groups

1 → ker(U) < G → G/ ker(U) → 1 .

A limit U ′ of U(bn)U(H)U(bn)−1 = ω(bn, h)ω(bnh, b−1
n )U(bnHb−1

n ) < U(G) for a se-
quence bn ∈ G induces the same limit [U ′] within [U(G/ ker(U))], since conjugation
preserves ker(U). U acting on G/ ker(U) is a faithful projective representation, such
that [U ′] = [U(ker(U) · L)] = [U(L)] for a limit L of H < G. Conjugacy limits of sub-
groups of U(G) and U(G/ ker(U)) coincide trivially. Indeed, for a general representation
U we find [U ′] = [U(L)] for a limit L of H < G.

The proof of Lemma B.1 is now immediate.

Proof of Lemma B.1. The implied equality of morphism concatenations follows from
Propositions B.2 and B.3 and their proofs.
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B.2 Projective representations and projective quantum fields

The following proposition shows that requiring ρ non-projective for projective quantum
fields as in Definition 3.1 is no restriction.

Proposition B.4. Assume that for a projective quantum field (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])]}) the rep-
resentation ρ is projective instead of non-projective. Then ρ comes with trivial multiplier
independent from the multiplier of U .

Proof. Assume U and ρ have multipliers ωU and ωρ, respectively. The generalized

unitary transformation behavior (13) of representatives Ô([x]) of the field operators
[Ô([x])], [x] ∈ RP

4, implies for [g], [h] ∈ PGL5R:
∑

β,γ

ραβ([h−1])ρβγ([g−1])Ôγ([gh · x]) =
∑

β

ραβ([h−1])U([g])Ôβ([h · x])U †([g])

= U([g])U([h])Ôα([x])U †([h])U †([g])

= ωU([g], [h])2U([gh])Ôα([x])U †([gh])

= U([gh])Ôα([x])U †([gh])

=
∑

β

ραβ([h−1g−1])Ôβ([gh · x]) , (27)

where we employed that ωU([g], [h])2 = 1 for all [g], [h] ∈ PGL5R by Proposition 3.10.
By Eq. (27):

Ô([gh · x]) = ρ([g])ρ([h])ρ([h−1g−1])Ô([gh · x]) = ωρ([g], [h])Ô([gh · x]) ,

i.e., ωρ([g], [h]) = +1.

C Dependence of projective quantum fields on the

ambient geometry

The construction of projective quantum fields depends on the non-unique choice of
an ambient projective geometry, which can incorporate four-dimensional geometries as
subgeometries, here taken to be (RP4, PGL5R). We show that this is at least partly
without loss of generality.

Proposition C.1. Let G = (X, O) < (RP4, PGL5R) be a four-dimensional geometry.
If G is viewed as a subgeometry of (RPm−1, PGLm), m ≥ 5, all deformations and limits
preserving the subgeometry (RP4, PGL5R) < (RPm−1, PGLm), which in turn contains
G, arise up to conjugation within (RPm−1, PGLm) from deformations and limits of G

in (RP4, PGL5R).

Proof. With O < PGLmR a subgroup, it is conjugate within PGLmR for m ≥ 5 to the
canonical form

P(((P−1O) ∩ SL5R) × 1) := P

(

(P−1O) ∩ SL5R

1(m−5)×(m−5)

)

.
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Let [bn] ∈ PGLmR. We write

[bn] = P

(

An Bn

Cn Dn

)

,

with An ∈ GL5R and all other submatrices of matching sizes. Preservation of (RP4,
PGL5R) < (RPm−1, PGLm) under the adjoint action of [bn], where G < (RP4, PGL5R) <
(RPm−1, PGLm), yields Bn = 0 and Cn = 0. Then,

[bn]P(((P−1O) ∩ SL5R) × 1)[b−1
n ] = P(An((P−1O) ∩ SL5R)A−1

n × 1) .

Therefore, deformations and limits of O < PGLmR are up to conjugation within
PGLmR the same as within PGL5R, if the subgroup PGL5R < PGLmR containing
O is preserved. The claim for the related model spaces follows analogously.

Lemma C.2. Consider a projective quantum field Ô = (U, ρ, {[Ô([x])] | [x] ∈ RP
m−1})

for the ambient geometry (RPm−1, PGLmR), m ≥ 5, i.e., U : PGLmR → U(H) is a
projective unitary representation and ρ is a finite-dimensional complex PGLmR rep-
resentation, so that the generalized unitary transformation behavior (13) holds on all
(RPm−1, PGLmR). Restricted to a four-dimensional geometry G = (X, O) < (RPm−1,
PGLmR), deformations and limits of Ô|(X,O), which preserve the second embedding of
(X, O) < (RP4, PGL5R) < (RPm−1, PGLmR), agree up to conjugation in PGLmR with
those of Ô for the ambient geometry (RP4, PGL5R).

Proof. The claim is a direct consequence of Proposition C.1 together with projective
quantum field properties.

This does not include ambient geometries which are not real projective geome-
tries. Yet, in three dimensions one can mathematically heuristically argue in favor of
the projective geometry setting. Namely, all eight Thurston geometries included in
Thurston’s geometrization program (almost) admit a representation in real projective
geometry [60, 61].
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